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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement and Significance of the Problem 

In modern urban industrial societies occupational be-

havior is characteristically organized in formal bureaucratic 

patterns. Tli© rise of bureaucracy was analyzed in Weber's 

classic work, Wlrtschaft and Gesellschaft, in which he de-

scribes the bureaucracy as a "rational legal*" hierarchical 

structure of authority among individuals working for common 

goals.**• xn bureaucracy the specialised activities of large 

numbers of workers are combined to achieve a wide array of 

social ends. As occupational behavior has become increasing-

ly specialized, diverse activities have been organized within 

single bureaucracies, and varying forms of bureaucratic struc-

tures have developed under both public and private auspices 

in response to new and reorganized occupational functions.2 

*Max tfeber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organiza-
tion, translated by" A, M, Henoterson snci Talcott' Parsons (New 
^ork, 19l|.?)# pp. 329-330* This i® the English title given by 
the translators to Part I of Wlrtschaft una Gesellschaft. A 
further explication of the bureaucratic rao'<Sei appears on pp. 
6-7 of this study. 

%or a discussion of the social process of the alloca-
tion of occupational functions, see Everett C. Hughes, "The 
Study of Occupations," Sociology Today; Problems and Pros-

fects, edited by Robert . Merton, LeonarXWooET Leonard 
. Cottrell, Jr. (New York, 1959), pp. ii42-^S6. 



A second form of organization of occupational behavior 

has also become increasingly important in modern societies. 

This form of organization is especially associated with occu-

pational groups that are categorized as profession** Pro-

fessional occupations exhibit certain distinguishing charac-

teristics, one of which is the professional association, fhe 

professional association controls occupational behavior in a 

manner that is distinctly different than the bureaucratic 

type of control. The professional authority structure is a 

collegiate one-~an association of "equals,whereas a bureau-

cracy is hierarchically structured—an association of 

"unequals.n3 Bureaucracies and the professions, then, are 

contrasting modes of organization which exhibit distinctive 

patterns of authority relationships. 

The professions were historically "gentlemen's occupa-

tions."^ They also have been termed "free professions," a 

designation which refers to their relative freedom from out-

side authority. Some of the professions were and are still 

composed entirely or primarily of independent, fee-taking 

practitioners. Such a professional roan is a "self-employed" 

individual, and control of his occupational behavior is 

3A further discussion of professional occupations and 
professional associations appears below on pp. 0-10. 

^T. H. Marshall, "The Recent History of Professionalism 
in Relation to Social Structure and Social Policy? Canadian 
Journal of Economic and Political Science, ¥ (August, 1939), 
3o» 



exercised by his professional colleagues. The number of per-

sons engaged. 1b professional and technical occupations has 

expand©d until in I960 it comprised 11,2 per cent of the labor 

force 

In many instances the processes of bureaucratization and 

professionalization have "crossed paths.* The development of 

new areas of expert knowledge and new service organizations 

to carry them out have led to "the professions . . . being 

socialized and the social and public services . . . being 

professionalized.*1^ During this process professional persons 

have been increasingly employed in bureaucratic organizations 

which can coordinate and effectively use professional talents. 

Xornhauser estimates that; 

With the exception of teachers, journalists, and clergy-
men, the main salaried professions increased more than 
ten times between 1900 and 1950, while the labor force 
only doubled and the total professions quadrupled. Dur-
ing the saw© period, those professions in which many or 
most practitioners are self-employed increased less than 
the labor force in the case of lawyers, musicians, phar-
macists, and physicians, or less than the total profes-
sions in the case of architects, artists, and dentists.' 

irfhen professionals are salaried by bureaucratic organi-

zations, there is a potential conflict between the two types 

of control, which both elalm a sphere of authority over the 

•*V. 8* Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the 
United States8 1966, 87th ed. {WasKiiig'i'onV 1 9 6 6 ' ) " " m " " 

^Marshall, o£. cit., p. 333. 

^William Kornhauser, Scientists in Industry (Berkeley, 
1962), pp. 4-5 • 



behavior of occupational members. Authority conflicts are 

aecomraodated to different degrees and in different Manners as 

a response to the characteristics of the particular occupa-

tions and organizations involved. 

On# example of such an accommodation is the social work 

agency, a bureaucracy which not only employs professionals 

but is "built around" professionals. As might be expected, 

because of the specific nature of social work, agencies vary 

in some significant respects from other bureaucracies composed 

primarily of professional,persons. In addition, there are 

several varieties of social work agency, which conform more 

or less closely to bureaucratic and professional models of 

occupational organization. 

fhe three social work agencies constituting the focus of 

this study vary in the degrees to which they exhibit the char-

acter!® tics of the two organizational patterns. The study 

deals with determining the relationship of the social workers' 

conceptions of their occupational role to (1) their conformity 

to professional values and {2) the degree of bureaucratization 

of the employing agency. Five facets of the occupational role 

are conceptualized in this study. The first two facets con-

cern the workers* relationships to the social work profession: 

to professional training and to membership in professional 

associations. The next role conception is reflected in the 

worker®* views of the supervisor's proper function. The last 

two rol® conceptions deal with the workers1 view of the 



bureaucracy: their commitments to th® agency and their con-

ceptions of the effectiveness of their agency. 

The purpose of this research is to determine whether or 

not meaningful differences exist along the®® dimensions in 

the Maimer in which social workers view their work role* and 

whether or not any such difference® are related to the bureau-

cratic and professional nature of the agencies and their em-

ployees. Ih® analysis will attempt to define the points at 

whieh the bureaucratic organization conflicts with profes-

sional patterns of organisation and attempt to discover the 

mode of aeeoamodation which results from these conflicts. 

These dimensions of the accommodation of bureaucracy and pro-

fessionalism in a specific setting should have importance for 

the further understanding of the factors operating in such 

processes. Social work, as a profession, will undoubtedly 

continue to undergo many changes, and the social work ageney 

is probably the social structure most affected by these 

changes. Other similai? occupations and organisations, too, 

will undoubtedly evolve new patterns of social organisation 

to carry out their functions. It is likely that these organi-

zational structure® will include elements of both the profes-

sional and the bureaucratic authority patterns. Jhe modifi-

cations of the professional and bureaucratic control struc-

tures which result are considered to be social innovations 

with both practical and theoretical Importance. 



Review of the Literature 

Bureauoretlo and Professional Authority 

Bureaucratic authority.—A bureaucracy is a major type 

of formal organization® which was described toy Weber in the 

early years of this century. Weber*s forraulation specifies 

the following seven characteristics of a bureaucratic, or 

^rational legal*" authority structure: 

The following may thus be said to be the funda-
mental categories of rational legal authority; — 

{1} A continuous organisation ©f official functions 
bound by rales. 

(2) A specified sphere of competence. this in-
volve® <a) a sphere of obligations to perform functions 
which has been marked off as part of a systematic divi-
sion of labor, (to) fhe provision of the ineuabent with 
the necessary authority to carry out these functions, 
(c) That the necessary means of compulsion are clearly 
defined and their use is subject to definite conditions. 

(3) The organisation of offices follows the prin-
ciple of hierarchy? that is, each lower office is under 
the control and supervision of a higher one. . . . 

(ij.) The rules which regulate the conduct of an of-
fice may be tao&nlcal rules or norms. In both cases, if 
their application,is to be fully rational, specialized 
training is necessary. . « . 

($} In the rational type it is a matter of prin-
ciple that the aeabers of the administrative staff should 
be completely separated from ownership of the means of 
production or administration. . . . 

{6) In the rational type case, there is also a com-
plete absence of appropriation of his official position 
by the incumbent* • . . 

®Peter M. Blau and W. Richard Scott, Formal Organisations 
{San Francisco, 1962). p. 1, define a formal1 organisation''"in 
these terms s "What ̂ Formal organizations^ all have in common 
is that a number of men have become organised into a social 
unit—an organization that has been established for the ex-
plicit purpose of achieving certain goals.* 



(7) Administrative act®, decisions, and rules art 
formulated ami recorded in writing . . . Hie combina-
tion of written documents and a continuous organisation 
of official function® constitutes the "office* which, is 
the central focus of all types of modern corporate 
action.1* 

The first three characteristics listed above specifically 

describe those basic dimensions of the organization of occu-

pational function® in the bureaucracy that were outlined 

above. The bureaucracy is a structure of unequal® la that it 

involves a hierarchy of authority, fhe activities of the or-

ganization are systematically broken down into ^spheres of 

obligation to perform functions," which are coordinated by an 

administrative apparatus. In one sense, each of these spheres 

of obligation constitutes an occupation. Hughes1 definition 

of an occupation, for example, emphasizes this same concept 

of differentiation of function. 

Division of labor, one of the most fundamental of 
all social processes, finds one of its most explicit 
expressions in occupations 

An occupation, in essence, is not some particular 
set of activities; it is the part of an individual in 
any ongoing system of activities.1® 

In a bureaucracy, various occupational positions are 

combined in a structuring of authority which operates imper-

sonally, according to universalistic rules, and (most impor-

tantly) so that the legitimated authority of the superordinate 

governs the activity of those below hira in the hierarchy. 

^Weber, 0£. clt., pp. 330-333-

10Hughes, 0£. clt.» p. libit. 
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Profeaatonal authority.--An occupation is more than the 

position of one individual in an "ongoing system of activi-

ties," however. An occupation becomes a social grouping In 

that many Individuals performing similar functions are social-

ly defined as to#longing to the same occupational group. It 

is in this sens® that Caplow discusses th© characteristics of 

occupational institutions. After defining such institutions 

as "the network of circumstances within each occupation which 

determine th® roles of its m e m b e r s , h e lists the following 

nine structural characteristics exhibited by occupational in-

stitutions: 

. . . the manner of recruiting, th# evaluation of senior-
ity, the evaluation of merit, the control of occupational 
behavior, th® control of extra-occupational behavior, the 
formation of occupational attitudes, the occupational 
culture or internal ethos, the occupational stereotypes 
or external ethos, and the rate of growth or decline.12 

Such occupational institutions have differing degrees of 

social reality? i.e.. their separation into distinct group-

ings is variably defined by occupational members and by out-

siders. To further complicate the situation, occupations can 

be combined into broader classifications or types. The pro-

fessions constitute one such more general classification. 

the basic characteristic of the professions is their col-

legiate control structure, !Ph® significance of this structure 

^Theodore Caplow, The Sociology of Work (Minneapolis! 
19A), p. 101. 

12Ibld., p. 102. 



Is explained by Bleu and Scott a® follows! 

& final characteristic of the professions is their 
distinctive control structure . » . Professionals typi-
cally organise themselves into voluntary associations 
for the purpose of self-control. As Good© explains, 
"the larger society has obtained an indirect social con-
trol by yielding direct social control ''to '"£&« profes-
sional community, wH'ieli thus can wake judgments accord-
ing to its own norms.11 Professional control appears to 
have two sources. First, as a result of the long period 
of training undergone by the practitioner, he is ex-
pected to have acquired e body of expert knowledge and 
to hsve internalized a code of ethics which governs his 
professional conduct. Second, this self-control is sup-
ported by the external surveillance of his conduct by 
peers, who are in a position to see his work, who have 
the skill* to Judge hi® performance, and who, since they 
have a personal stake in the reputation of their profes-
sion, are motivated to exercise the necessary sanctions. 
Professionals in a given field constitute s colleague 
group of equals* Every member of the group, but nobody 
else, is assumed to be qualified to make professional 
judgments.2-3 

The two primary elements of collegiate control, then, 

are (1) standardised professional training arid (2) organiza-

tion into a colleague group of equals. Ike training is basic 

to the establishment of professional control in that such 

training establishes the criteria for entrance into the circle 

of authority as well as establishes an operational definition 

of the sphere of competence of the profession, and hence the 

limits of its authority, tfllextsky's discussion of the process 

of professionalisEation through which occupations typically go 

in acquiring professional standing also emphasises these two 

characteristics of professions. He specifies four events 

^Blau and Scott, oj>. cit., pp. 62-63. 
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which mark the progress of profeasionallssatiom establish-

ment of a training school, combination to form a professional 

association, political agitation to establish formal licens-

ing and certification regulations, and development of a formal 

©ode of ethics.^ 

Conflicts between bureaucratic and professional author-

ity, --After defining the nature of the professional control 

structure, Blau and Scott contrast bureaucratic with profes-

sional authority in these terms: 

It la clear that /the professional/ type of control 
structure differs greatly from that employed in bureau-
era tie organisations. The source of discipline within a 
bureaucracy la not the colleague group hut the hlerarohy 
of authority. Performance is controlled by directives 
received from one*s superiors rather than by self-imposed 
standards and peer-group surveillance, as ia the case 
among professionals. This difference in social control 
. . . is related to that between expsrtness and disci-
pline . . . ^ 

Etsloni also discusses the conflict between bureaucratic 

and professional authority, but he emphasizes the role of 

professional knowledge. 

. . . the ultimate justification for a professional act 
is that it ia, to the best of the professional's know-
ledge, the right act. . . . ffae ultimate justification 
of an administrative act, however, is that it is in line 

•^Harold L. Wilenstey, "fhe Professionallxatlon of Every-
one?" The American Journal ox' Sociology, LXX (September, 
1964), "TO-W. 

^Blau and Scott, op. cit., p. 63, also discuss similar* 
itlea between professional in<f bureaucratic institutions. 
Sucti similarities (e.g.. objective criteria for action), how-
ever, are not the primary focus of this study. 
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with the organisation's rules and regulations, and that 
it has been approved— directly or by implication—fey a 
superior rank,*® 

In Kornhauser's study of scientists employed in industry 

the use of knowledge is an underlying factor, He describes 

the Major teak of the professional person, or expert, as cre-

ative work requiring Intellectual Judgment and autonomy (I.e.. 

freedom from outside control). le contrast® this function 

with the coordination function of the bureaucratic organiza-

tion.^ le also describes two way® in which the two struc-

tures of authority ere accommodated in industrial organiza-

tions. 

First, industrial research groups have sought to 
institutionalize the teaching function, igxpert author-
ity, lacking the disposition of punishment and rewards 
that characterlaes executive authority, is dependent on 
the willingness of the professional to assume the role 
of teacher . 

Second, the strategic deployment of scientists and 
engineers throughout an enterprise tends to reduce re-
sistance to research resulting from conflicting perspec-
tives on innovation.1® 

Such a situation occurs when the professional man ttin-

vades" the bureaucratic domain of modern Industry. However, 

other bureaucratic organizations have been created specifi-

cally for professional personnel. The modern hospital, for 

example, Is organised around its professional staff rather 

^Amital Stzioni, Modern Organisations (Englewood Cliffs, 
1964), p. ??. 

^Tsornhauser, op. cit., p. 195. 

l8Ibid., pp. 192-193. 
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than absorbing it, as the modern factory tends to do. In 

such combinations of the bureaucratic and professional models 

as the hospital, the authority structure of the organisation 

is modified somewhat from the "pure" bureaucratic type. 

Stzioni classifies formal {bureaucratic) ®rganisations 

according to the way in which they handle knowledge and the 

relationship of professionals to the organisation. Produc-

tion organisations, such as the industries described by Korn-

hauser, Etsioni terms non-professional organisations» He 

then discusses the professional organization, which he fur-

ther subdivides into the full-fledged professional and the 

semi-professional organization. These are defined and dis-

tinguished as followsi 

Knowledge is produced, applied, preserved, or com-
municated in organizations especially established for 
these purposes, fhese are professional organisations, 
which are characterized not only by the goals ''they' pur-
sue but also by the high proportion of professionals on 
their staff (at least per cent) and by the authority 
relations between professionals and non-professionals 
whi-h are so structured that professionals have superior 
authority over the major goal activities of the organi-
zation . . . P©r certain purposes it is useful to dis-
tinguish between those organisations employing profes-
sionals whose professional training is long (i> years or 
more), and those eaiploying professionals whose training 
is shorter (less than 5 years). The former we call full-
fledged professional organizations} the latter, semi-
professional organizations. Generally associated with 
differencesin training of the professionals in these 
two types of organisations are differences in goals, in 
privileges, and in concern with matters of life and 
death. "Pure" professional organisations are primarily 
devoted to the creation and application of knowledge; 
their professionals are usually protected in their work 
by the guarantee of privileged communication, and they 
are often concerned with matters of life and death# 
Semi-professional organizations are more concerned with 
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the communication ami* to a lesser extent, the applica- •.; 
/tls>h'':©f .knowledge, their professionals ara less likely /' 
•$ai'fe* guaranteed th© right of privileged communications, 
and they are rarely directly concerned with matters of • 
/life an#' death.™ 

..According to this classification scheme, social work' : •' 

agencies are semi-professional organizations. Itsionl not#®," 

however, that social work agencies do not completely conform 

to his-definition of sesd-profeaaldnal organizations. /••;.'•/ ' 

the1 social work agency is &•**. typical since it applies 
knowledge hat la serai-proff-ssional In the fairly short 
training involved, in the f*ct''th»t no question® of life 
and death are involved, and that privileged comtattnlca- • 
felon is M t strictly maintained (e.g., vls-i-vls the 
courts).®** 

Scott -discusses two types ©^'professional organisations, 

the autonomous and the heteronoaitms. fhese are similar to 

Etslonl* s full-fledged professional and seal-profess ional or-

ganisations, hat Scott distinguishes between his types solely 

on the basis of the structuring of authority. 

Professional organisations ar® those In which pro-
fessionals play the central, role in the achievement of 
the primary organisational objectives* Such organiza-
tions are regarded as autonomous if the administrative 
sector delegates the organisation and control of aost 
of the professional activities; within the organization 
.to the staff of professionals, and as heteronomous if 
the adminiatr&tion^retains control over most profes-
sional activities.®4 

wnnnHfiiT[rii> nr ...n • f * !, „ - t jr;, "i" f H. r].""T; .ITIH.'— I I T X I V I T J .'n 'l l.:i. i . 

^Btsioni, o£. cit., pp. 77-78. 

2QIbid., p. 88. 

2 % . Richard Scott, "Reactions to Supervision in a Het-
eronomous Professional Organisation," Administrative Science 
Quarterly. X (June, 1965), 65. 
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. He heteronomous organisation tar-' 

IfeftV • in; these terrast . •.: .' •:'> ;V':~'''.r'̂  

seaond type wg«ial*ati'Cirii-.'''i 

« ! L ^ ? t ® r 2 T , l s » i f ^ # e * i * a l are k k m k M * 
; : ^ s a ? 0 3 ? S i m t e i t 0 111 aa<i 
aaaoumt of atttonaisy eaployees is •̂ :v;v;."̂ ; 

.. . relatively small. ,4» .elal^$^:,8#fc -of. rait* 'and a sys 
••'•. • - mm it mt mtmm&n;? 
":- U ? 1 perform®•fey-vprof•« sion*l m X a j m . *:V;^ 

• " K * « • o f t * * not impossible to 
. .AiJJfe®,** define an arena ® # # ^ i v i t y for which the p*#~: 
' v group la responsible individually or eollec* ''V/;.' 

; w@rk agency «w\ia:l4f»©rib«4> then, as a p*o* 

faaa^Qaal' organization (of the bure&UGratie family) of the •' ': 

b « t * i ^ i n « a •©* s#»i-prof«8si0i^|;^'B^ty^®, $© further ©aipl#*e 

•the #©«ial work ageney la tli®a#;:t¥fes, it is necessary, to «*»••• 

amine social work as a professional occupation, ffe# aeeommo-

datlons of the two types of aatharity within til© agejfey A t m * 

tare-ean then be mad© more elear," •' •;;" • , •'" 

3 M J H . I M I S i professlon and % » soelal work agency.— 

Social work is on® ©f the more recent professions to gain its 

professional status. Wileaeky specifies the dates In its pro-

cess of professlonallsation aa follows* ' first training 

s©h0©X—li<|8j first national professional association—l8?l$,j 

first state license law—1%.0j formal eod® of ethics—19JjJ.23 

, fhere is one characteristic of social workers which stakes 

t J x* i r designation as professional somewhat problematic, 

22-
*SMs e» P* ^Wilenaky, oj>. alt., p. 343, 
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Ii&mi&t, , *1118 characteristic is the large number of "mat-

trained®\peopi#who are employees as social workers. In I960, 

according to a survey conducted by the Department of Labor, 

only 20 per cent of all employed social workers had completed ̂  

two years in a graduate school of social work, and only 33 

per cant had bad any graduate social work training at all.*̂ \ : 

4s a result of the lack of trained'professlonals, there' are 

at present ashy programs in operation and under consideration 

designed to divide tasks into those'considered to require the 

more expert worker® and those which are not. $he more demand-

ing task* are then assigned to trained social workers.^ 

This process of subdividing professional functlo.na is de-

scribed by Wilensky as typical of professionalisatlon. 

It la in the further self-conscious definition of 
the core taaka that a pecking order of delegation oc• 
curs. the doc tor allocate® jnuob of his job to leas 
trained nurses and laboratory and X-ray technicians; the 
nurses, as they seek to professionalise* allocate much 
of.their leas attractive work to practical nurses, aides, 
and nurse assistants! and these, in turn, allocate souse 
of their chores to ward helpers* 4 similar tendency 
exists among all professional groups in short supply-
dentists, teachers, engineers,.'scientists* and social 
workers, all of whon are redefining their functions 

8* Bureau of Labor Statistics, Salaries and Work-
ins Conditions of Social Welfare Manpower in'"'.1'94'Q TWw York, • 
1962;, p. 3*. 

2^Laura Hpstela, "Differential Use of Staffi A Method 
to Expand Social Service®," Social Work, VII (Ootober, 1962), 
66-72. Margaret H. Seym®-* ''A Study of Effective utilisation, 
of Social Workers in a Hospital Setting," Social Work, ?I 
(April, 1961), 36-i}.3• Verne Weed and Mllllam H. Deriham, "To-
ward More Effective Use of the Nonprofessional Workert A 
Recent Experiment,n Soelal Work, VI (October, 1961), 29-36. 
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upward and at th© same time are sloughing off their dir-
ty work, that Is, their lass-technical or lass-rewarding 
tasks.2o 

However, this process is not yet in an advanced stag® in 

social work. And meanwhile th© "untrained" professional so-

cial worker remains a contradiction in terms, fhe principle 

of c#llegiate control is less appropriately applied to such 

workers. In addition, the official professional association, 

the National Association of Social Workers, largely excludes 

them from membership.^7 Controls associated with the major 

professional association, then, do not apply directly to these 

workers. In order to distinguish between social workers with 

graduate training and those without graduate training, the 

latter will be referred to hereafter a® semi-professional. 

Without professional association controls over the occu-

pational behavior of the majority of social workers, it is 

not surprising that they are largely employed in organizations 

which exert rather extensive control over their behavior.^® 

*^/ilensky, op* cit., p. 143. 

7̂la»rt> are, of course, numerous local, state, and na-
tional social welfare associations other than the MASW in 
which membership is more open. However, such voluntary as-
sociations cannot be said to exercise direct control over the 
occupational behavior of their members. 

few social workers operate as independent fee-taking 
practitioners. However, they are likely to label themselves 
as "psychotherapists" or "analysts," and their professional 
status has been questioned In professional articles. See 
Sherman Merle, wSo»® Arguments Against Private Practice," 
Social Work, VII {January, 1952), 12-17. 
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Although the semi-professional employees of a social work 

agency are subject to bureaucratic control, it is the profes-

sional personnel, with graduate training, who typically hold 

the positions of authority. j£t:sioni says, "fflfctus while the 

semi-professionals are more supervised than the professionals, 

supervision is more often conducted by their own kind. 

Scott's study centers around this same phenomenon of profes-

sional supervision. However, Etzioni and Scott come to quite 

different conclusions as to the effect of bureaucratic con-

trol through professional supervisors upon the subordinate 

social workers. Etzioni suggests that: 

. . . the semi'-professional subordinates tend to adopt 
the full-fledged professions as their reference group 
in the sense that they view themselves as full-fledged 
professionals and feel that they should be given more 
discretion and be less controlled. Teachers resent the 
"interference1' of principals and many principals try to 
rainimize^it. Social workers rebel against their super-
visors. 3° 

Seott describes social work supervision in contrasting terms. 

Social workers, unlike many professionals, do not 
view supervision as superfluous if not insufferable, but 
as a professional necessity. . . . It is apparent . . • 
that the term "supervision" is used in a special sense 
by the professions the role is defined as being that of 
an educator rather than an administrative superior.-*"1 

^Etsioni, 0£. oit., p. 89. 

3°lbid. 

33-scott, op. cit., p. 70. Also see Harold L. Wilensky 
and Charles H. Lebeaux, Industrial Society and Social Welfare 
{Sew York, 1958), pp. 23?-£'3§. Both Scott and Wlensky and 
Lebeaux cite several articles in professional social work 
journals which discuss social work supervision in these terms. 
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Scott studied ninety-two social case workers in a public 

welfare agency to determine their reaction to the system of 

supervision. Re found that: 

• . » exactly half of the workers in the agency regarded 
routine supervision as "a good arrangement.* iowever, 
when workers were differentiated by type of supervisor, 
77 per cent of the (twenty-two) worker® under profes-
sionally oriented supervisor®.- in contrast to l|j» per cent 
of the(forty-two) workers under leas professional super-
visors felt that the arrangement was a good o n e . 3 2 

In addition, Scott*• findings suggested that "there is some 

tendency for the less professional supervisors to undersuper-

viae their trained workers so that they £$he trained workers/ 

desire more control# *33 

Hence, it appears that not only do social workers fail 

to "rebel" against their supervisors, but that the more pro-

fessional the training that a caseworker receives, the more 

supervisory control he deems desirable* Such findings sug-

gest that the model of the professional nan chafing under 

bureaucratic control does not hold for social workers. The 

system of supervisory control performs professional functions 

for both the trained and the untrained worker-, and it is or-

ganized so that the more professional worker supervises the 

less professional, or serai-professional, worker, fhe profes-

sional peer group, in effect, utilises the authority of the 

bureaucratic structure to perform an essentially professional 

function, that of training. 

32seott, og. olt*, pp. 74-7$. 33ibld., p. 81. 
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Socialization of Professional Moms 

Scott deals with a second facet of the conflict between 

bureaucratic and professional authority, loyalty of profes-

sional employees to the bureaucracy as opposed to commitment 

to the nrofeasion,^ "This part of the problem is perhaps 

beet discussed in connection with the socialization of pro-

fessional norms vis-a-vis reference groups. Professional 

norms, of course, are basic to the professional authority 

structure, as discussed above. In order for the professional 

group to maintain control over its members, it must effectively 

perpetuate its values and standards of behavior. Thus, the 

professional man is assumed to have "internalized" the norms 

of his peers who oversee his work. Kuch occupational research 

has been concerned with the socialization^ of professionals. 

Virtually all of these studies deal with socialization as it 

3^Blau and Scott report data from two studies! one la 
Scott's study of County Agency, from which his 1965 article 
1® derived? the other la Blau's study of City Agency. 

3^'Socialisation . . . refers to the learning of social 
roles. In its application to the medical student, socialisa-
tion refers to the processes through which he develops his 
professional self, with Its characteristic values, attitudes, 
knowledge, and skills, fusing these into a more or less con-
sistent set of dispositions which govern his behavior in a 
wide variety of professional {and extra-professional) situa-
tions. Socialisation takes place primarily through social 
interaetion with people who are significant for the individ-
ual . . . " Robert K. Merton, "Socialization: A Terminologi-
cal Kote," The 3tudent-Phy s ic1ant Introductory Studies in 
the. Sociology of" Medical tducTtf on, "eHiTed' Robert :f.'. Mer-
ton, George Keacfer, and Patricia t. Kendall (Cambridge, 1957)» 
p. 287. 
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occurs In the professional training institution.^* Profes-

sional training Is seen a® providing more than the knowledge 

and skills of the occupation. While learning to perform the 

occupational techniques, the professional trainee also learns 

the norms and values of his anticipated occupational role. 

The problem involved in the application of such an analy-

sis to social work is obvious? a minority of the occupational 

members have undergone such professional training. How, then, 

are they socialized into their occupational role? low do 

they learn the professional techniques and norms? "r, in-

deed, do they learn them at all? There are two primary 

sources for socialization of occupational behavior in a set-

ting such as the social work agency. The first of these Is 

the organization Itself. As described earlier, the social 

work agency is composed primarily of serai-professionals. Re-

lationships with experienced ease workers and with suoervis-

ors, who have more often received professional training, serve 

the function of teaching neophytes their expected role beha-

vior and professional values. The function of the supervisor 

as an educator has been referred to above. 

The second source of professional socialization is the 

voluntary professional association. Even though the 

3&in addition to The Student-Physician, see Howard S. 
Becker and others, Boys' tn""Wi£b€i (Chicago,' 1961) and David 
Gottlieb, "Processes of Socialization in American' Graduate 
School#,H Social Forces, XL (December, 1961), 12^-131, as 
only a few~~ex»mples "of"such studies. 
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semi-professional caseworker Is not likely to belong to the 

NASW, there are nuaarous social welfare association® to whloh 

she 3 7 may belong. Contact with members of the profession in 

associations outside the employing agency nay algo serve the 

socialization function. Professional publications,' meetings,' i 

and conferences serve as additional mechanisms for formal 

presentation of the professional role. 

Professional reference groups.--Both these sources of 

professional socialization may be broadly termed reference 

groups. Each satisfies Bisenstadt*s definition of a reference 

group as "a group with whose norms we identify ourselves.tt38 

In this case, a reference group would set and Maintain stand-

ards for the individual's behavior. A professional reference 

group may be "internal" (within the employing organization) 

or "external" (e.g., professional voluntary associations). 

Blau and Scott utilise reference groups as a variable in 

studying professional orientations and' bureaucratic orienta-

tions among social workers. Their analysis follows empirical 

research dealing with similar orientations of other profes-

sional people in bureaucratic settings. The first of these 

earlier studies is Gouldner's research in a snail private 

y?Xn 1960 the majority (59 per cent) of social workers 
were women. U. S. Bureau @f Labor Statistics, oj>. clt., p. 5* 

M. Bisenstadt, ^Studies in Reference Group Behav-
ior, n Human Relations, VII (May, 195^)# 
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liberal arts collage. Goulaner utilized Kerton's terms, 

"cosmopolitans" and "locala,"39 to designate two types of 

professionals in a bureaucratic setting* Cosmopolitans were 

those "low cm loyalty to the employing organization, high on • 

commitment to specialized role skills, and likely to use an 

outer /or external/ referenoe group orientation. n^-° Locals, 

on the other hand, were those "high on loyalty to the employ-

ing organization, low on commitment to specialised role 

skills, and likely to use an inner /for interna]/ reference 

group orientation. 

In contrast to Gouldner's findings, a study of nurses toy 

Bennia and others indicated that: 

The cosmopolitans /Ehose interested in nursing skills/ 
did not refer to an external group, did maintain hlg» 
in-group loyalty, and were motivated toward organisa-
tional commitment. The "locals /fhose Interested in ad-
ministrative jobs/, on the other hand, were interested 
in external groups {nursing associations), showed lower 
loyalty than the cosmopolitans to the work group, and , . 
were leg® interested in developing professional skills 

Blau and Scott explain these contradictory findings as follows! 

^^The terms "cosmopolitan" and "local" were used by Mer-
ton to describe community leaders. Robert J£. Merton, Social 
Theory and Social Structure, 2ni ed. (Olencoe, 111., 1957)> 
pp. ~ 

^•°Alvin W. Gouldner, "Cosmopolitans and Locals: Toward 
an Analysis of Latent Social Roles—I,M AdmlnAatrative Science 
Quarterly, II (December, 195?)# 290. 

^Ibid. 

0. Bennis and others, "Reference Groups and Loyal-
ties in the Out-Patient Department," Administrative Science 
Quarterly. II (March, 1958), 496. 
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These differences /between the conclusions of Gould-
ner and Benrais/ can be explained by suggesting that the 
crucial underlying factor is . . . the nature of the 
limits of professional opportunity. If there is little 
opportunity for advancement within the profession, re-
gardless of the organ!sat ion"by wiaich a professional Is 
employed, a commitment to professional skills comes into 
conflict with aspirations for advancement. Such limits 
apply to nurses, whose major opportunities for advance-
ment involve forsaking nursing practice and going into 
administration, or possibly into teaching. 

If, on th« other hand, there is ample opportunity 
for advancement in a profession but this opportunity is 
much more restricted in soa® organisations than in 
others of the same type* commitment to the profession 
comes into conflict with loyalty to the organization and 
encourages a cosmopolitan orientation.^ 

They then derive the following hypothesis: 

We suggest, then, that a commitment to professional 
skills will be associated with low organisational loy-
alty only if professional opportunities are more limited 
in the organisation under consideration than in others 
with which it competes for manpower. In other words, 
only if it is the structure of the organisation rather 
than the structure of the profession that restricts op-
portunities for professional advancement do we expect 
professional comaitraent to be accompanied by a cosmopol-
itan orientation. 

To explore this hypothesis, fllau and Scott report find-

ings from Scott*s study {cited above). They ascertained dif-

ferentials in training and reference group orientation and 

related these variables to other professional characteristics 

and to organisational loyalty. Their findings suggested that 

(1) professionals {those with some graduate training and out-

side reference groups) were less loyal to the organization 

^giau and Scott, op. clt., p. 70. 

^Ibid., p. ?1. 
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than were bureaucrats {those with no graduate training and 

Internal reference groups) and (2) "professionals were in all 

cases most likely to exhibit professional characteristics, 

bureaucrats least likely, and mixed types tended, to be inter-

mediate. 

In other words, their data indicated that an outside 

reference group orientation is associated with the socializa-

tion of professional norms. It also demonstrated that such 

en orientation was associated with low commitment to the so-

cial work agency. In contrast), the bureaucratically-oriented 

social worker typically uses the agency as her reference group 

and is in less agreement with professional norms. The more 

professionally-oriented (or "cosmopolitan") social workers, 

then, perceived some conflict between their commitment to 

social work professional practice and their loyalty to their 

social work agency. 31au and Scott explain the findings in 

terns of the hypothesis concerning professional opportunity. 

Since the opportunity for doing professional casework 
was not as good /In the public welfare egeney/ as in 
private agencies, professional commitment motivated 
workers to hope for positions in private agencies^ thus 
making them less loyal to their present employer .H-® 

Intra-agency socia]jgatlon.—Blau and Scott do not di-

rectly consider the socialisation of professional norms within 

^Ibld., p. 68. 

^6Ibid., p. 71. 
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the social work agency, although Scott's discussion of social 

work supervision does so implicitly. A question is raised 

about the manner in which the characteristics of the agencies 

affect the professlonallzatlon of the semi-professional work-

er. fhere is one piece of research which provides some back-

ground for dealing with this problem. Thomas studied the ef-

fects of organizational size upon several aspects of APDoW 

workers* role conceptions, including role consensus, breadth 

of rol© conception, and ethical commitment.^® He found that 

workers in the smaller agencies scored highest on all three 

variables. Thomas also reports positive associations between 

age and experience and the®© variables. In the analysis of 

his results., he suggests the possibility that the rural set-

ting of th® small agencies may account for the differences.^ 

However, it is also plausible that the differences in author-

ity structure, associated with agency size, may have influ-

enced th® social workers' role conceptions. Because the pres-

ent study, unlike that of Thomas, is confined to an urban 

setting and includes agencies of different slsses* as his study 

did also, analysis of the results can be compared to Thomas' 

findings. 

^?Aid to Families with Dependent Children. See Chapter 
II, P. 31. 

^Bdwin J. Thomas, ''Role Conceptions and Organisational 
ASE£MSP Sociological Review, XXIV (February, 1959), 

30-37. 

Ibid., p. 37. 
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Hypotheses 

This research is concerned with ninety-nine aocial wel-

fare workers In three public welfare agencies in a Southwest-

ern metropolitan area. The two largest of these agencies are 

actually two divisional offices of a larger bureaucracy simi-

lar to the County Agency studied by S c o t t . O n e of these 

social work agencies administers Aid to Families with Depend-

ent Children (hereafter referred to simply as "AFDC"), one of 

the categorical Public Assistance programs. The other is the 

Child Welfare division, which is slightly larger than the APDC 

section of Public Assistance. Both AFDC and Child Welfare 

workers were included in Scott's study, as well as workers in 

the Old Age Assistance, Aid to the leedy Blind, and Aid to 

the Permanently and Totally Disabled programs. These latter 

three groups were not included in this study for reasons ex-

plained in the next chapter. 

Although Blau and Scott combined AFDC and Child Welfare 

workers in most of their analysis of Scott*s research, they 

do mention several differences between AFDC (or Public Assist-

ance, in general) and Child W e l f a r e . I n some respects, the 

Child Welfare division exhibits more professional character-

istics and leas bureaucratic characteristics than does Public 

^°In this instance the agencies are termed the State De-
partment of Public Welfare, du® to a somewhat different re-
gional organization pattern. 

^Blau and Scott, op. clt., p. 78. 
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Assistance. The primary differences between the APiiC and 

Child Welfare agencies utilized in this research are as fol-

lows : 

(1) In Child Welfare, assignment of cases is determined 

on the basis of the nature of the cast rather than on a 

strictly geographical basis, as in APDC. 

(2) There is more emphasis on casework services in Child 

Welfare and contrasting emphasis on policies ana rales in 

AFDC. 

(3) The level of professional training is higher for 

Child Welfare workers than for AFDC workers. 

On the basis of such differences, the AFDC section is classi-

fied as the moot bureaucratic of the three social work agen-

cies under consideration. 

The third agency to be examined is a small general 

assistance agency which is similar to the City Agency studied 

by Blau. This agency is relatively flexible with regard to 

formal rules and procedures, and its degree of hierarchical 

differentiation is low. It is considered to be the least 

bureaucratic of the three agencies, because its authority 

structure is the least developed. 

The first variable to be employed in this research is 

the extent of agreement of social workers with professional 

values, fh© scale used to measure agreement with professional 

norms is described in Chapter II. Exposure to graduate social 

work training 1® not used to designate a professional 
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orientation because of the snail number of trained workers 

employed In the three agencies under discussion. Because the 

professional orientation of professional-organization em-

ployees ha® been more extensively researched, the hypotheses 

related to this variable (and the "cosmopolitan" atadel) will 

foe presented first. 

It is hypothesized that those workers who most agree with 

professional norms will (I-A) suggest higher training re-

quirements for caseworkers and for supervisorsj (I-B) belong 

to more outside professional groups; (I-c) favor more profes-

sional supervision; (X-D) be less consultted to their agency; 

and (1-8) view their agency less favorably. 

When considering the second variable, the degree to which 

the employing agency exhibits bureaucratic characteristic®, 

the formulation of hypotheses is not so single. At the out-

set, It can be predicted that social workers in the most bur-

eaucratic agency will (ll-A) agree least with professional 

norms and (II-B) suggest lowest training requirements for 

caseworkers and for supervisor®. However, when considering 

their view of their agency and its effectiveness, the two 

variables under discussion coia© into conflict. If the model 

of the bureaucratically-orlented ?local" is used, the remain-

ing hypotheses would be derived as follows. Social workers 

In the most bureaucratic agency will: (Il-c) belong to fewer 

©utslde professional associations; {II-B) favor less 
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professional supervision; (II-E) be mors committed to their 

agency; and (1X-F) view their agency more favorably. 

But these hypotheses rest on the validity of hypothesis 

II-A, that the more bureaucratic the agency, the leas profes-

sional the workers. If# however, there is a significant 

amount of agreement with professional norma in the most bur-

eaucratic agency, is it not possible that the professionally-

oriented workers view their agency as more limiting because 

of its more bureaucratic nature? If this were the case, 

three of the six hypotheses would be reversed. Workers in 

the most bureaucratic agency would be expected to {II-C) 

belong to raore outside professional groups, because of their 

dissatisfaction with the Internal bureaucratic orientation; 

(II-E) be less committed to their agency; and (II-F) view 

their agency as less effective in pursuit of professional 

noma. Although these are certainly plausible deductions, 

the former set of hypotheses will be retained due to their 

closer conformity to the "cosmopolitann-Hlocaln model, which 

Blau and Scott concluded is applicable to social workers in 

similar agencies. 



CHAPTER It 

THE SETTING AMD METHODS OP RESEARCH 

The Hire© Social Work Agencies 

The ninety-nine social workers <eighty-two caseworker® 

and seventeen supervisors) who are the subjects of this study 

are employed In three separate public welfare agencies* The 

first of these agencies is a small general assistance agency 

of thifcty-iiine employees {Including the clerical staff) serv-

ing a metropolitan county In Texas'*' It is composed of the 

following professional positional' a„director, si* casework 

supervisors# and twenty-one caseworkers• This agency is 

charged with administering financial assistance to needy per-

sons who are not eligible for the'categorical Public Assist-

ance programs described below.^ the General Assistance Agen-

cy, as it is termed hereafter, is the one public agency in 

its geographical area which is able to meet emergency finan-

cial needs, largely because of its more flexible structure 

and certification procedures. Like Blau's "City Agency,1® it 

serves as w»a court of last appeal1 for the city's /tn this 

ease, •county's^ needy.Because of the nature of its 

"̂ There are a few cases In which clients are served by 
both this agency and the categorical assistance programs. 

2Blau and Scott, oju olt., p. 255. 

30 
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services, bureaucratic rules and regulations are more flexi-

ble in the General Assistance Agency then in the two larger 

agencies. A manual of ni#8 Including financial eligibility 

requirements Is provided tha professional employees, bat lat-

itude la allowed. In their application. Salaries and educa-

tional requirements far caseworker® ar© comparable to those 

in tha other two agencies.-3 

The second agency selected for this research is, mora 

correctly, tha AFDC^ section of tha Public Assistance Divi-

sion of the Texas State Department of JPublio Welfare. Only 

tha AFDQ workers In on© regional office, serving primarily 

the sane metropolitan county as dote the General Assistance 

Agency, are utilised.^ 

rang® la approximately #500 to #600 per Month, plus 
travel expense**, In all three. A bachelor1 a degree is re-
quired for worker® and supervisors, and three of the six sup-
ervisors in tha General Assistance Agency hold the MSW degree, 
lo educational stipend program for graduate study is offered. 

•̂Aid to Families with Dependent Children 

^In addition to the APDC program, other sections of the 
Stat© Department of Public Welfare alao administer Old Age 
Assistance, Aid to the Seedy Blind, and Aid to the Permanently 
and fotally Disabled, or "adultn programs. There are two 
major reasons for omitting workers in the adult programs from 
this study. First, social casework services (non-financial) 
are not routinely required in the adult programs. In APDC, 
however, casework services have been required in all cases 
since 1963 (In this particular state), lence, the average 
caseload In the adult programs is four to six times that in 
APDC. Second, because of the differences in the type of serv-
ices provided, questionnaire items could have less easily 
been made comparable for administration to workers in all 
programs. 
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The professional staff of the APIXJ Agency Is composed of 

a regional director (with authority over other programs as 

well), an assistant regional director {©specially for AFDC), 

sewn AFDC supervisor® and thirty*two AFDC workers. The re-

gional Public Assistance Division, within which the AFDC sec-

tion operates, alloys approximately 175 parsons# The admin-

istrative hierarchy is, of course, more extensive whan account 

is taken of personnel in the state central office. Thar© are 

five hierarchical levels between the Assistant Regional Di-

rector and the Commissioner appointed by the state governor. 

Also organised within the ©tat® office are several special-

ized professional departments (e.g., Medical Services and 

Training). It is from the stat© office that the regional 

agency receives communications concerning agency policy change® 

and other more specific administrative communications. All 

caseworkers ar# provided with two large loose-leaf manuals, 

the ftanual of Services and the Forms Manual, which are con-

stantly being revised, fhe AFBG Agency, a® it is described 

here, i® very similar to th® County Agency studied by Scott.^ 

fh® training program for the Stat® Department of Public 

Welfare includes a one-month agency-adMlnistared training 

course which is provided for all caseworkers upon entering 

the agency, fhe course includes some small amount of infor-

mation concerning social casework methods in general (e.g., 

%lau and Scott, OR. clt., pp. 2$k~2$7* 
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Interviewing techniques), but primarily provides details of 

the assistance programs which the employee will help to ad-

minister. Further in-service training programs are provided 

froia time to time for caseworkers, Educational stipends for 

study in a graduate school of social work are offered for 

caseworkers (and supervisor®} with the bachelor's degree. 

The third agency la, more correctly, the Child Welfare 

Division of the Texas State Bepartment of Public Welfare. 

This agency serves the same metropolitan county as do the 

other two agencies. It is spatially separate froa the APDC 

section, although it is subsumed in the same state-wide bur-

eaucratic hierarchy. The total number of employees is ap-

proximately seventy-five, including seven supervisors and 

thirty-five caseworkers. 

The Child Welfare program differs in several respects 

from the APDC and other Public Assistance programs of the 

State Department of Public Welfare. {1) Public child welfare 

services are organized in a somewhat different fashion at both 

the national and the county or local levels. At the national 

level, the children1s Bureau is in charge of administering 

funds to certain child welfare programs similar to this one.? 

?Por a more complete description of the Children's Bureau 
and child welfare programs, see II. S. Children's Bureau, 
Facts about Children"s Bureau Programs {Washington, 1966) and 
U. S. Chil'd(rents''riurieia'u» OhfTd 'Welfare Statistics—-1965 
{Washington, 1966). 
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The Children's Bureau. Is administratively separate from the 

Bureau of Public Assistance, which administer® the categori-

cal assistance programs.® Within the states, child welfare 

services may or may not be found in conjunction with Public 

Assistance programs. In some areas, child welfare services 

are provided by county juvenile departments. In rural areas 

such services are often provided directly by Public Assistance 

caseworkers. In the metropolitan county which provides the 

setting for this research, the Child Welfare Eivision of the 

State Department of Public Welfare was organized in 1961}., 

orior to which roost of its functions were carried out by the 

County Juvenile Department. 

(2) The function of the Child Welfare Division differs 

from that of Public Assistance. Child Welfare caseworkers do 

not administer financial aid., but perform such services as 

protective services for dependent and neglected children, li-

censing of foater homes, and the adoptive placement of child-

ren. Cases are divided among the workers according to the 

type of services involved, whereas in AFDC assignment of cases 

is made on a geographical basis. Blau and Scott refer to this 

difference between Child Welfare and Public Assistance and 

®At one time, the Children's Bureau was an Independent 
federal agency. It fought absorption into the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare in anticipation of loss of 
function and autonomy. See Godfrey E. Drexel, Jr., "The 
Transfer of the Children's Bureau," Public Administration and 
Policy Development* edited by Harold Stein tlew'^ork, 1952}, 
pp. 17-£9. 
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conclude that: 

. . . In PAD /Public Assistance/ the professions! prin-
ciple of the importance of a stable and c o n t i n u i n g rela-
tion between worker and client /exemplified by Child 
Welfare/ was sacrificed for the distinctly bureaucratic 
principle of the interchanges billty of one worker for 
another.j 

The difference i n the provision of social casework services 

in the two agencies also la seen in their average caseloadsi 

fifty-four to sixty families in AFDC and twenty-five to 

thirty-two families I n Child Welfare. 

(3) Largely because Child Welfare workers do not investi-

gate eligibility for financial assistance, they are not re-

quired to adhere to the number of formal rules and policies 

which apply to Public Assistance workers. A brief perusal of 

the two manuals mentioned above revealed that the number of 

pages devoted to AFDC rules and forms is approximately one 

and one-half to two times the number devoted to Child Welfare 

rules and forms. This relative lack of emphasis on formal 

policy was evidenced also in a brief interview with the Child 

Welfare Director, who stressed that no precise formulas for 

their services could be specified—that their aim is to "In-

dividualize each family.0 

(k) Although the salary range is the same for AFDC and 

Child Welfare workers, there are two other area® of personnel 

practices which distinguish the two agencies. (a) Until the 

^Blau and Scott, o£. elt., p. 76. 
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time of this writlag# the training prerequisite for APDC work-

ers was sixty semester hours of college credit. After the 

study was completed, the State Department of Public welfare 

complied, with a Department of Health, Education, ana welfare 

requirement specifying a bachelor's degree as the minima® 

educational requirement for hiring Public Assistance case-

workers. The Child Velfare Division, however, required the 

holding of a college degree from its organization in 1961j.. 

(Training program,® for caseworkers after being hired are simi-

lar in both agencies.) (b) Both Public Assistance and Child 

Welfare caseworkers may be classified as Workers I, II, or 

III. The latter job classifications require additional In-

crements of training and experience. To date, the Child Wel-

fare Division has utilized these classifications; whereas 

APDC has not. In light of Blau and Scott's discussion of pro-

fessional opportunity and advancement, it appears that Child 

Welfare provides a more conducive system for such advancement 

than does AFDC. 

In summary of the bureaucratic characteristics of the 

three agencies, it is significant that (1) the General As-

sistance Agency exhibits the smallest degree of hierarchical 

differentiation and specialization and is the smallest, while 

the APBC Agency and the Child Welfare Agency exhibit the most 

and are larger I and (2) the AFDC Agency exhibits the highest 

degree of formal rules and policy, while the General Assist-

ance Agency exhibits the least. Consequently, for purposes 
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of this research, the General Assistance Agency Is defined es 

least bureaucratic, the APDC Agency as most bureaucratic, and 

the Child Welfare Agency as intermediate. 

The professional characteristics of the workers in these 

three agencies are not presented as typical or representative 

of all social work agencies in the United States, nor of all 

public welfare agencies. Particularly in the area of educa-

tional background the social workers in this study differ 

from other workers in other agencies and from agency to agency* 

Comparative data is presented in Table I. 

The level of training of social workers in the General 

Assistance Agency is comparable to that of ell workers em-

ployed by state and local governments. The training of workers 

in the Child Welfare Agency la also comparable to that of all 

public child welfare workers. However, the level of training 

in the APDC Agency is well below that of all Public Assistance 

workers, which exhibit the least professional training of all 

the major categories listed. It Is possible that the mean 

educational level of these categories has risen since I960, 

and that the level of training in all agencies is below the 

national average. However, the important point Is the differ-

ence between agencies. 

These figures give some support for the second major hy-

pothesis, which suggests that the most bureaucratic agency 

will have the smallest number of professional workers. Hi# 

APLC Agency, the most bureaucratic, also has the smallest 
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lifter©! of Prof ©salon®! Training 

% Having Some Study in 
Graduata School of 

Social Work 

% with Two Tears 
Graduate Social 
Work Training 

33 20 

30 14 

43 3 4 : -

42 '21 

5S 42 

17 4 

26 16 

5 3 

$ ' ? 19 
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percentage of workers with some graduate training in social 

work. However, the General Assistance Agtney, the least bur-

eaucratic, lias a somewhat smaller proportion of professionally 

trained workers than does the Child Welfare Agency. 

The Research Instrument 

Questionnaire Administration 

A questionnaire of fifty-one items was constructed for 

administration to the workers of the three agencies. Proce-

dures were somewhat variant in the General Assistance Agency 

as compared to the other study populations. In a staff meet-

ing, the purpose of the study was explained to all workers 

and their permission was obtained. The workers were requested 

not to place their names on the questionnaires. They then 

completed the questionnaires either alone in their office or 

at a table in the meeting room. All but two members of the 

professional staff of the agency were in attendance at the 

meeting and completed the questionnaire. 

The administration procedure was slightly different in 

the AFDC and Child Welfare Agencies. First, the purpose of 

the research was explained to the supervisors in staff meet-

ings, where they completed the questionnaire. Then, a brief 

statement of the research and a request for assistance was 

given to each supervisor to circulate among her workers*-*-® 

^°8ee Appendix A, p. 105. 
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On this sheet, workers specified the time and date when they 

could oomplete a questionnaire. Three days were spent at each 

agency in order to obtain responses from as many workers as 

possible. With the exception of three workers not available 

on those day®, all workers cooperated. The final number of 

subjects in the agencies was; nineteen in the General Assist-

ance Agency, thirty-eight in AFDC, and forty-two in Child 

Welfare. Workers completed the questionnaires in a room set 

aside for that purpose and occupied by the researcher. 

Content of the sjueationnalrs 

Background information obtained from the subjects in-

cluded age, sex, official position, length of employment with 

the agency, previous social work experience, educational back-

ground, and membership in professional organisations. The 

last item la the only measure of the external reference group 

orientation which la utilized in thie research. The remain-

der of the questionnaire was devoted to obtaining responses 

in the remaining five areas mentioned above: social work 

norma, training requirement®, the caseworker-superviaor rela-

tionship, commitment to the agency, and the effectiveness of 

agency services and policies.1* 

Because conformity to professional norma is a major var-

iable of the study, its conceptualization for purposes of this 

**The instrument is reproduced in full in Appendix C, 
pp. 110-135. 
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research bears el©0® attention. Th® first consideration In -

developing several items reflecting social work noma and 

values i® that the items be comparable for workers in all 

three agencies. Therefore, questions concerning financial 

services, such as Scott utilized in his study, ̂  are not in-

cluded. Thomas' test of ethical commitment in social work is 

not used because it deals with specific ethical norms.*3 it 

is a broader conception of the value of social work services 

and techniques which is conceptualized In this study as a 

measure of agreement with professional norma. 

The ten items finally selected are Likert-type questions 

giving five alternative responses, including "no opinion.0 

The items are as follows: 

(26) "Everyone could benefit from the services of a so-
cial worker." 

(27) WA large number of people who are in need of social 
work services are not receiving them.rt 

(20) "Social work services should be expanded (on either 
a public, private, or fee-for-servic® basis) to a 
larger proportion of the U. S. population." 

(29) "A large number of people who are not in need of 
social work services are now receiving them." 

(30) "All Child Welfare /or AFJDC or County Welfare/ cli-
ents are in need of social work services." 

^Blau and Scott, op. cit., pp. 71-73• 

13For exaiaple: "Illegitimacy demands focus on helping 
individual adjust versus changing individual" and "Client 
making curtains in messy house, compliment versus mention 
housecleaning." Thomas, op. cit., p. 3 3 . 
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(31) "In your opinion, do social work methods serve to 
improve clients* (adults and children) personal 
psychological functioning?H 

(32) "In your opinion, do social work methods serve to 
improve family relationships in client®* families?" 

(33) "In your opinion, do social work methods serve to 
prevent psychological •breakdown* of clients (adults 
and children}?" 

(3^) BIn your opinion, do social work method! serve to 
prevent further disorganization in clients' fami-
lies?" 

(35) "In your opinion, do social work service® serve to 
help clients (adults) deal with their problems 
themselves?'* 

Items concerning training requirements deal with the 

ideal and practical necessity of differing educational quali-

fications for both caseworkers and supervisors.^ 

Items constructed to measure conceptions of the super-

visor' s function are stated in terras of the social work super-

visor's proper role, fhe eight questions are conceived as 

representing various role functions of the supervisor which 

are related to either bureaucratic or professional «odes of 

conduct.1^ These items are designed to depict specific role 

behavior of supervisors, rather than the traits of super-

visors . ̂  

l%ee items 20-25 in Appendix C, pp. 119-122. 

I5see 1 tenia 36-I4.3 in Appendix C, pp. 127-131. 

!<>Soott asked respondents in his study to choose between 
paired alternative "qualities" of supervisors} e.g», trained 
versus experienced and rigid versus flexible regarding proce-
dure. Scott, 0£. cit., p. 72. 
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Commitment to the ag«ctcy is handled In a fashion similar 

to Scott*s treatment. Subjects are askea, if they continue 

working, do they plan to remain In their agency. Other ques-

tions are Included to measure coainiltroent to AFDG and Child 

Welfare* to public versus private agencies, and to social 

work in general. ̂*7 

Seven items are designed to measure the subjects1 con-

ception# of the effectiveness of their agency's services. 

These items are generally comparable to the items concerning 

social work norms so that attitudes toward social work methods 

and toward specific agency policies and practices in pursuit 

of professional norms can be clearly compared. 

tfnl dimensionality of the Variables 

Because the conceptualization of the three variables--

conforalty to social work norms, conceptions of the super-

visor* s role, and attitudes toward the effectiveness of the 

ageney««ls not closely in accord with previous research, It 

is likely that numerous questions could be raised as to the 

appropriateness of the items utilised. Therefore, In order 

to clarify these variables, their unidimensionality is empir-

ically measured by the application of the Guttman sealing 

technique. All of the items related to the three variables 

•^See items 11-19 in Appendix C, pp. 115-119. 

lQSee items kk-$0 in Appendix C, pp. 131-134• 
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are analyzed to determine whether or not they form a scale 

meeting certain specified q u a l i f i c a t i o n s . - ^ If the items do 

form an acceptable scale, evidence is provided that the scale 

items represent a single underlying diaension. Such results 

do not verify, however, that the dimension measured actually 

represents the variable as conceived and labeled.^0 In other 

word*-# if the ten items related to social work norms are 

found to form an acceptable scale, this is not in itself evi-

dence that the unidimensional variable being measured is cor-

rectly termed "agreement with social work norms." Such a 

finding, however, would give evidence that the items are not 

significantly affected by outside variables. 

The Guttman scaling technique also serves to measure the 

reliability of the measuring instrument. Reliability of the 

iteros as a representation of the variable is, of course, at 

•*-%or a discussion of these criteria, see Edward A. Such-
man, "The Scalogram Board Technique for Scale Analysis,n Meas-
urement and Prediction. Vol. I? of Studies in Social Paye&o'X-
ojqr' in World tfariXV edited by Samuel' "£T Stouffer and othere 
(Princeton, "1^5^), pp. 117*119. 

The Guttman scaling technique statistically determines 
the reproducibility of responses to individual items from the 
scale score. In other words, a high coefficient of reproduci-
bility (the primary criterion of seala'bilfty)'" "indicates 'fcfie 
precision with which each individual's responses to each item 
can be predicted from the scale score (the scale score repre-
senting ranks of individuals). Quttraan suggests a coefficient 
of reproducibility of .90 to indicate a valid scale. Louis 
Gtttfcman, Bfhe Basis for Scalogram Analysis," Measurement and 
?redictlon, p. 61*. 

2 0 " S c a l e analysis as such gives no Judgment on content} 
it presumes that the universe of content is already defined 
and merely""tests whether or not this area is r©presentable by 
a single variable.w Ibid., p. 05. 
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the heart of the scalograra model. However, th® reliability 

respondents is also measured by this technique 

Statistical Measures of Association 

The chi square statistical test is applied to the data 

in order to indicate the degree of relationship among the 

variables involved in the research.2^' One-tailed test® of 

significance are uaed in the analysis of the first raajor hy-

pothesis, as th® direction of the difference is predicted in 

these oases. Two-tailed tests are used in the analysis of 

differences in responses by agency, because the rank-ordering 

is crude in this case. 

All of the assumptions upon which the use of chi square 

is based are not met by the data, however. As discussed 

above, the ninety-nine social workers under study are not a 

random sample of a larger population. Therefore, it is not 

accurate to conclude from a significant chi square result 

^Guttanan discusses reliability in these ternst "From 
general considerations of scale theory, it should be clear 
that .if,a set of items has high reproducibility, then the 
items must necessarily have high teat-retest reliability. If 
there were a substantial unreliability factor operating in 
the responses to the items, this would create appreciable 
scale error; there would be more than a single factor pres-
ent. Hence, if scalogram analysis shows that essentially 
only a single factor is operating in the responses, this must 
mean that there cannot be many additional factors, including 
unreliability." Louis Guttman, "Problems of Reliability,n 

xMeasurement and Prediction p. 30$. 

22Fo r an explication of chi square analysis, see Sidney 
Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences 
(Now lork, W56'), pp. Mfc-lIA arid~T75-T?9" 
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that social workers in all similar agencies will exhibit dif-

ferences such aa those found, among these three. ilowever, the 

chi square statistical test does provide a way in which to 

demonstrate the degree of significance of differences in the 

data associated with the variables under consideration. Thus, 

the test should distinguish which relationships appear most 

valid. 

•̂̂ Berniarct S. Phillips, Social Research? Strategy and 
factlcs (lew York, 1966), p. 269. 



CHAPTER III 

FiroiSGS 

Sealing of the Variables 

The questionnaire whieh was administered to ninety-nine 

subjects from the three social work agencies included twenty-

five items which were developed to measure three variables, 

"agreement with professional norms,u "conceptions of the su-

pervisor's role," and "conceptions of agency effectiveness." 

These variables were tested for unldimenslonality by the 

Guttroan scaling technique, and two of than yielded acceptable 

scales. Th,© dimensions that were conceptualized as agreement 

with professional norias and conception® of agency effective-

ness appear to be measured by items primarily representing 

one scalar variable. 'Ifae questionnaire items which describe 

supervisory activities do not scale, however; and thus multi-

dimensional factors are apparently operating in these responses, 

The ten items which were designed to represent profes-

sional norms deal with the value and effectiveness of social 

work services. Two typical items are? "A large number of 

people who are in need of social work services are not re-

ceiving them." and "In your opinion, do social work methods 

serve to improve family relationships in clients' families?". 

Five Likert-type response categories, including "no opinion," 

1*8 
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follow each statement or question. **• One item (questionnaire 

Item 33) was eliminated from the scale because its reproduci-

bility was spuriously high.^ The coefficient of reproducibil-

ity for the remaining nine items is .90 with all items dichot-

omized in such a way as to improve scalability.3 marginal 

frequencies for these items ares .86, .7kt *36, .1?, 

.15, .15, and .13. It will be noted that the four latter mar-

ginals are vary similar. These professional norm items {ques-

tionnaire items 31, 32, 34 and 35) all deal with the effect-

iveness of social work methods in improving family relation-

ships and individual functioning. Hesponses for these items 

were essentially alike for each respondent and the cutting 

points in the scalogram are similar.^ 

For comparative purposes, the subjects were separated 

into ranked groups representing high, medium, and low agree-

ment with professional norms. Individual scores were derived 

•̂For a complete listing of the items, see Appendix C, 
pp. 122-127. 

%he number of errors exceeded the number of responses 
in the smallest category} hence, responses of the subjects 
could be predicted as well from the marginal frequencies as 
from the scale score. See Louis Guttman, "Problems of Relia-
bility," p. 288. 

^With one item trichotomized, the coefficient of repro-
ducibility is .89. The more answer categories which can be 
retained without combination, the more support is given the 
hypothesis of scalability. Ibid., pp. 293-295* 

-̂'The graphic presentation of this scale in the Appendix 
illustrates this clustering of the four cutting points. See 
Figure 1, Appendix B, p. 10?• 
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frow the scale result® on the basis of the total numoer of 

"positive" responses (rath«r than by "scale types")Those 

subjects with five to nine positive responses were placed in 

the Bhiphn group, those with three to four in the "medium" 

group, ana those with zero to two in the "low" group.^ The 

number of respondents in each of the three groups is thirty-

five, thirty-one, ana thirty-three, respectively. 

The rankings on the scale measuring agreement with pro-

fessional norms correspond to two other indicators of profea-

sionaliaation which are included in the questionnaire, but 

are not explicitly Mentioned in the 'hypotheses. First, two-

thirds of the supervisors and caseworkers with some graduate 

social work training are found in the high agreement group, 

and all but one of the remainder rank in the medium group.^ 

Second, when asked if they wished to remain in social work 

for the remainder of their csreer, more than 90 per cent of 

those in the high agreement group and less than half of those 

in the low classification responded "yes, definitely.To 

^''positive" responses are those which fall into the cate-
gory {or categories) most favorable toward the variable; in 
this Instance, most favorable toward social work service®. 

^The relatively large number of positive responses for 
the high-scoring group reflects the inclusion of all four of 
the items with similar cutting points discussed above. 

?See Table P-8, Appendix D, p. IJ4.O. 

^See Table P-13» Appendix D, p. 142. 
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the extent that professional training and career commitment 

are Indicators of professional status, these results can be 

Interpreted as some evidence that the scale utilised does 

measure a professional commitment variable* 

The second variable tested for unldimensionallty, concep-

tions of the supervisor's role, does not meet the requirements 

of an acceptable scale. Responses to the eight items eon* 

structed to depict the supervisor's role do not conform to 

the scale pattern.^1 Because the hypothesis of scalability is 

rejected, the rank-ordering of individuals in the scale is 

not reliable. In fact, if no single dissension has been iso-

lated, a rank-ordering has questionable value. Consequently, 

analysis of the data from the eight items describing aspects 

of the supervisor*s role is conducted on an Item-by-item 

basis. 

For the variable conceptualised as conceptions of agency 

effectiveness, seven Items were constructed. These Items 

^fhree items {questionnaire iteas 3?» k&t and I4.3) are 
not scalable. The coefficient of reproducibility for the 
remaining five iteas is . 89 . However, the pattern of error 
is non-random, indicating the operation of additional var-
iables. Because the scale pattern {See the graphic presen-
tation of the scale In Figure 2, Appendix B, p. 108.) ex-
hibits a significant number of non-scale types, not even a 
quasi-seale is formed. For a discussion of non-random error 
and quasi-scales, see Edward A# Suehraan, "The Utility of 
Sealograa Analysis," Measurement and Prediction, p. 1&0. 

10It is possible that the iteas would be scalable for 
respondents in each agency. However, the number of respond-
ents in the individual agencies is too small to test such a 
hypothesis. 
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attempted to elicit views of the employing agency and its 

policies as being either useful or prohibitive to the pursuit 

1 1 

of professional norms. A The items were found to form an ac-

ceptable scale, although two of them were not utilized.*^ 

For the remaining five items, the coefficient of reproduci-

bility is .92. The marginal frequencies are as follows: .II4., 

.32* .ifO, .73 j. «n<3 .89. While a larger number of items would 

have been desirable to firmly establish the scalability of the 

dimension conceptualized, for purposes of this research the 

five scalable items are used to divide the population Into 

three ranked groups. As for the first scale, individuals are 

separated into three groups according to their total number 

of positive responses.1^ The "high" group (numbering forty-

one) is composed of those with three to five positive response®, 

the "medium" group (numbering thirty-three) of those with two 

positive responses, and the "low" group (numbering twenty-six) 

of those with eero to one positive response. 

Hypothesis I; Agreement with 
Professional Norms 

The first major hypothesis predicts the direction of re-

lationship of five variables with respect to the scores on 

11™ •For a listing and discussion of the items, see p. .63, 

"Item h.S does not conform to the seal© pattern anu the 
reproducibility of item 1*6 is spuriously high. 

-3in this instance, positive responses are those falling 
in the category (or categories) most favorable to the agency. 
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th® scale measuring agreement with profession®! norms. Ih® 

first prediction (hypothesis l-A1^) suggests that workers 

most in agreement with professional norma (those in th® high 

agreement scale rank) will favor 'th© highest training require-

ments . Six questionnaire items (questionnaire items 20-25) 

ask respondents for their opinions.on training for both work-

ers and supervisors. One item {questionnaire item 23) exhlb- , 

its the greatest differences in responses for the three 

groups. Asked "How essential is graduate social work training 

to the adequate performance of the social work supervisor's 

job," over two-thirds of those in the high agreement with pro-

fessional norms rank responded "absolutely essential," as com-

pared with approximately 4.0 per cent of those in the low 

agreement group. **-5 (see fable II.) Another item (question-

naire item 25) asks workers to suggest a practical minimum 

training requirement for supervisors, the percentages sug-

gesting the Master of Social Work degree are similar to those 

answering "absolutely essential" when asked to evaluate grad-

uate training as a prerequisite to social work supervision.^ 

Results for the two items indicate that those workers placing 

^"Hypotheses I-A through I-E are stated in Chapter I, p. 

28. 
1 
-'Scott utilised a similar item and reported comparable 

results. Bleu and Scott, op. cit.» p. 68. 

•^The percentages in the high, medium, and low agreement 
groups are 66, 65, and i+8, respectively. See fable P-25» Ap-
pendix D, p. lij.8 
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TABLE II 

VALU& OF GRADUATE SOCIAL MORE TRAINING FOR 
SUPERVISORS By LEVEL 

WITH PROFESSIONAL IORMS 
OP AGREEKBKT 

Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Norms 
Scale 

Value of Graduate Training Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Norms 
Scale 

% Responding 
"Absolutely 
Essential™ 

% Responding 
Other* 

High {n-35) 69 31 

Medium (n^l) • 61 39 

Low (n=33) k2 58<H* 

^-Categories are combined when their frequencies are so 
small that more than 20 per cent of the cells would hair# an 
expected frequency in chi square ahalysis of less than 5. 
Wherever possible, three or more categories art retained. 
See the discussion of ©hi square -analysis In Chapter II, pp. 
I4.6-I17. "No opinion" responses in this and the following 
tables (except as otherwise noted) are Included with the nig-*' 
ative response categories. The rationale for this procedure 
is twofold: (a) in most cases, the majority of the responses 
are positive and (b) the Guttman scaling procedure used for 
items 26-50 suggested this particular combination for all 
questionnaire iterns. 

*«Chi sq.«5.01, £ <.05. In this and all following tables 
relating to hypothesis I, £ is reported for one-tailed tests 
of significance, because the direction of differences is pre-
dicted in all cases. 

the highest value on social work services end skills also 

place the highest value on professional training for super-

visors. The evidence, thus, supports the hypothesis. 

It was also predicted that those workers most in agree-

ment with professional norms will most often be members of 

professional associations. Data collected for both past and 

present membership in such organization® supports this 
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hypothesis. Searly 60 per cent of the respondents whose agree-

ment with professional norms was low as measured by the scale 

had never belonged t@ nay professional associations, and near-

ly of these workers did not belong to any at the-

time of the study. In contrast, approximately 30 per cent of 

the workers in the high-scoring group had never had such af-

filiations, and slightly over M> per cent had none at the time 

of the study, .(See fable XII-*) 'The clearer relationship of . 

• TABLE lit', • 

PAST km) PRESENT WMBSRSIXP I IT PROFESSIONAL 
• • ' ASSOCIATIONS EST LEVEL OF ASREEMEIT ' : 

WITH PROFESSIOBAL NORMS 

Membership 'in-
Professional 
Associations 

Sank on Agreement with ' 
Professional Horms, Scale 

(1^5) 
Medium 
(n«31> 

Low 
(n«33) 

Past' and Present 
% in two or more 
% in one 
% in none 

Present Alone 
• % i*. tfifo'-'9* more 

% in one . 
$ ,ln none 

*2 
26 
31 

29 
29 
k* 

10 
51 
39 

10 

I? 
55 

18 
Z 
56® 

9 
18 
73m 

#CtaivSqV«"l5»$3* $<#0©5 (on®-tailed test). 

**Chi sq.a=9*65» £<*02$ (one-tailed test). 

agreement with professional norms with past as well as pres-

ent membership as an indicator of profeaslonal group Involve-

ment is logically consistent with the reasoning behind the 
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hypothesis. If membership in professional groups serves a 

socialization function, past as well as present affiliations 

should have importance. 

It was hypothesized {hypothesis I-C-^7) that workers scor-

ing highest on the agreement with professional norms scale 

would favor strong professional supervision. The eight items 

depicting the supervisory role activities which were con-

structed as measures of the latter variable art as follows! 

(36) "Do you think a supervisor should help determine 
agency policy?" 

(37) "Do you think that information concerning changes 
in agency policy should always o« provided to case-
workers by their supervisors?" 

(38) "Do you think a supervisor needs to conduct regular 
training sessions with hi® or her caseworkers?' 

(39) "Do you think there is a need for a supervisor to 
keep records of eaoh worker's performance?" 

{i|.0) "Do you think a supervisor needs to advise workers 
in providing casework services to clients?" 

{i|.l} "Do you think a supervisor needs to aid the case-
worker in making specific decisions in individual 
cases?™ 

(lj.2) "Do you think a supervisor should review a speoi-
fied number of each caseworker's cases every month?" 

(U3) "Do you think a supervisor should do field work?" 

For all items (except questionnaire item 37) those sub-

jects scoring highest on agreement with professional norms 

favor more supervisory activity in the role area®, (fable IV 

*7see Qxapter 1, p. #8. 
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TABLE IV 

TYPE OF SUPERVISORY ACTIVITY APPROVED BY LEVEL OF 
AGREEMENT WITH PROFESSIONAL NORMS. 

Type of Supervisory 
-Rank on Agreement with 
'Professional Noras Scale. 

Activity Approved Sigh 
(n*35) 

Medium 
(n*31> 

'Low 
.Cirij} 

; c m 
3q»# 

Policy-Making Involvement 
% responding "yes, often" 
% responding other 

77 
23 

65 
35 

k% 
55 s 

Relaying Information to Workers 
% responding "yes, often" 
% responding other 

77 
23 i 

81 
19 

82 
18 IS 

Training of Workers 
% responding wyea, often" 
% responding other 

63 
37 

58 
lj.2 

30 
70 s 

Keeping Records about Workers 
% responding "yes, detailed 
records" 

% responding other 
5k j 
kl 

52 
1 m 

39 
61 IS 

Advising Workers 
% responding "yes, often" 
% responding other 

^6 
$k 

52 2k 
76 s 

Case Decisions of Workers 
% responding "yes, often" 
% responding other 

£6 
7k 

19 
81 

12 
88 n«i 

Reviewing Cases of Workers 
$ responding ttyes, often" and 

"y*®? occasionally" 
% responding other 1 

90 
10 

79 
21 ; IS 

Field Work Activity 
% responding "yes, often" and 

wy©s, occasionally® 
% responding other 

k& 
$k 

kS 
55 

39 
61 MS . 

•"a" indicates a chi square value which is significant 
at the .05 levelj "MSn on© not significant (one*tailed teats). 

«*Chi square is computed for a 3 x 3 table.- See Table 
P-ij.1, Appendix D, p. 1$Z. 
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gives a summary of the responses for the sight Items as they 

are related to the three ranks on the seal© measuring agree-

ment with professional norms.) The conceptions, of proper 

supervisory behavior suggest a rather complex picture of the 

accommodation of bureaucratic and professional authority. 

Responses to the Items which deal with policy-determination, 

training, and advising workers in the provision of casework 

services exhibit the largest differences among the three 

ranked groups. (this is shown by the significant ehi square 

values.) Par example, nearly two-thirds of the respondent* 

scoring in the high agreement with professional norms group, 

a® opposed to lean than one-third of the low-scoring group, 

reply that supervisors should "often" conduct regular train-

ing sessions with caseworkers* (See Table V.) Training, as 

TABLE f 

APPROVAL OF SUPERVISORY TRAINING ROLE M LEVEL 
OP AGREEMENT WITH PROFESSIONAL NOBHS 

Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Sonus 
Scale 

Approval of Supervisory 
Training Role 

Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Sonus 
Scale % Responding 

"Yea, Often" 
$ Responding 

Other 

High (n*3S) m 3? 

Medium (n*31) m 
Low (n«33) 30 70* 

#Chl sq.=8.23, jjc.01 (one-tailed test). 
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well as policy-determination and advising caseworkers in the 

provision of client services, does not involve the direct su-

pervision of the workers* routine tasks, these supervisory 

functions, then# may be termed the more professional aspects 

of the supervisor's role. It is in these three more profes-

sional supervisory role areas that workers placing highest 

value on professional service© and techniques most signifi-

cantly favor more supervisory performance. 

There are similar differences among the three group® in 

responses to other supervisory role items (questionnaire items 

39, 41, ij.2, and 1*3) • These items (with the exception of ques-

tionnaire item i|3) have to do with the direot supervision of 

the caseworker's tasks, and are therefore less professional 

aspects of the supervisor'a role. However, the differences 

among the three groups are not large. Nonetheless, it is 

clear that the reverse of the hypothesis is not true for the 

less professional rol® activities. More professional workers 

(as measured by the norm agreement scale) evidently do not 

"resent" routine bureaucratic (direct) supervision of tasks. 

But most importantly, significant levels of association be-

tween agreement with professional norms and supervisory role 

concepts teem limited to the more professional supervisory 

activities. 

The fourth hypothesis concerning acceptance of profes-

sional norms also deals \ ith the accommodation (more correctly, 

the predicted lack of accommodation) of the bureaucratic and 
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the professional models. It was suggested that the workers 

agreeing most with professional norms would be least committed 

to their agency. This proposition, closely related to the 

"cosmopolitan"*"local" model, is based on the supposition 

that an orientation toward the employing agency conflicts 

with an orientation to the profession at large. According 

to Blau and Scott, this is particularly to be expected if the 

agency limits professional opportunity and advancement. 

Two measures of commitment to the agency (both similar 

to Scott's indicator) are included in this analysis. The 

first of these (questionnaire item 11) asks the subjects, 

if they continue working, would they plan to remain in their 

agency for the rest of their career. The highest proportion 

responding "yes, definitely" is found in the group with high-

est agreement with professional norms. Under one-fourth of 

TABU. VI 

PLANS TO IteHAIN WITH AGENCY BX LBVfcL OF 
AGREEMENT WITH PROFESSIONAL NORMS 

Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Norms 
Scale 

Sxpect to Remain in Agency Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Norms 
Scale 

% Responding 
"Tea, 

Definitely" 

% Responding 
'Tea, 

Probably" 

% Responding 
Other 

High (n«3S) 3k 43 23 

Medium (n*31) ? 45 k& 

Low (n«33) 12 36 52* 

ttChi sq.*12.50, £<.01 (®ne*>tailed test) 
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these workers responded "no" or "no opinion," whereas over 

half of those in the low agreement classification responded 

in the negative categories. (See fable VI.) The differences 

appear significant and, hence# call for a rejection of the 

hypothesis# There seems to be a positive rather than a nega-

tive association between desire to remain with the agency and 

the seal© measuring agreement with professional norms. 

The second measure of commitment to the agency {question-

naire item 17) asks respondents whether they would prefer work-

ing in a private agency rather than in a public agency# A 

high score on the item (a positive response) is designated toy 

the- response "no, definitely not*" In other words, if the 

TABLE ¥11 •' ; 

PREFERENCE FOR PRIVATE AGENC* BX LEVEL OF 
AGREEMENT WITH PROFESSIOHAL NORMS 

Rank on Agree-
ment with 
Professional 
Harms Scale 

Preference for Private Agency Rank on Agree-
ment with 
Professional 
Harms Scale 

% 
Responding 
"Definitely 

lot" 

% 
Responding • 
"Probably 

Not" 

% 
Responding 

Hfn m ft p» W m 

% diving 
"Ho 

Opinion** 

High (n«35) 29 31 20 20 

Medium (n=31) 13 52 19 16 

Low (n=33) ^ 6 52 18 211*# 

#Th# large nu*ber of "no opinion" responses indicated 
the separate treatment of this category for this item. 

«M3hl sq.*8,2!j. (»s) ione-tailed test). »lg» indicates 
that the chi square value is not significant at the .05 level. 
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subject prefers her own type of agency (public) to private 

social work employment, she is considered to be committed t© 

her own agency.1® Though not large, the greatest differences 

by level of agreement with professional norm® are found in 

the proportions answering that they would definitely not pre-

fer to work in a private agency. Nearly 30 per cent of the 

workers scoring in the highest rank on the professional norms 

scale responded in this way, as compared with only 6 per cent 

in the low scale position. (See fable VII.) This measure, 

too* suggests the positive relationship of agency commitwent 

and agreement with professional norms, although the relation-

ship la not evidenced as strongly as it is by the question 

about remaining in the agency. 

These findings are closely paralleled by the results con-

cerning the last hypothesis dealing with agreement with pro-

fessional norms (hypothesis I-E1^), which predicted that work-

ers agreeing most with professional norms would view their 

agency and its policies as less effective (or more limiting) 

in the provision of casework services. The latter variable 

is measured by the second scale constructed from the follow-

ing questionnaire items: 

(Ml-) "Do you think that your agency's policies serve to 

^®Soott asked his subjects if they would leave their job 
for a job in a "fairly large private family-service agency." 
Blau and Scott, op. cit., p. 68. 

^See Chapter I, p. 28. 
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disrupt family relationships in clients' families?1* 

(M>) "Do you think that your agency's policies serve to 
Improve the psychological functioning of clients?" 

(48) "Do you think that your agency's policies serve to 
prevent family disorganization?8 

(49) "f*o you think that your agency*s services are too 
limited to meet clients' needs?" 

(50) "In general, how well do you think the Stat® Depart-
ment of Public Welfare /or County Welfare7 1® runt® 

These Items call for an evaluation of the agency's success in 

pursuing professional norms and closely parallel the profes-

sional norm items. When the subjects were separated into 

high, medium, and low ranks on both scales and the groupings 

were cross-classified; it was found that the high norm agree-

ment group tends to view their agency as more rather than 

less effective in providing social work services* {See fable 

¥111.) Over lf.0 per cent in the high agreement with professional 

TABLE VIII 

CONCEPTIONS OP AGENCY EFFECTIVENESS M LEVEL OF 
AGREEMENT WITH PROFESSIONAL NORMS 

% in High 
Rank 

Hank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Norms 
Seal© 

Rank on Conceptions of Agency 
Effectiveness Scale 

in Medium 
lank 

% in Low 
Rank 

High (n=3$) 

Medium (n=31) 
wp*M> 

Low (n®33) 

kk 

29 

2? 

a? 

39 

31 

29 

32 

1*2« 

<*Chi (MS) (one-tailed test). 



norms group, contrasted with over 2$ per cent in the low rank, 

scored in the high agency effectiveness classification. Th© 

relationship, though small, is obviously not that predicted. 

Thi© result is consistent with the findings concerning agency 

commitment discussed immediately above. Workers placing the 

highest value on social work services tend also to place the 

highest value on their agency*s provision of those services, 

and they are most likely to plan to remain with their agency. 

In summarising the evidence centering around the first 

major group of hypotheses, the findings suggest that those 

workers most in agreement with professional norms tend: to 

favor higher levels of training for supervisors, to belong to 

more professional associations, to favor professional modes 

of supervision, to be more committed to their agency, and (to 

a. somewhat lesser degree) to view their agency as more effect-

ive in its pursuit of professional norms. 

Hypothesis H i G®mparis@n of the 
Three Social Work Agencies 

Differences In the responses of workers in the three 

agencies in relationship to the same variables discussed in 

the first hypothesis were predicted in the second major hy-

pothesis. The General Assistance Agency was described as the 

smallest and the least bureaucratic of the three. The AFDC 

Agency was described as the most bureaucratic of the agencies 

because of its size and more formalised system of rules and 

policies. The Child Welfare Agency, while hierarchically 
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sisiilar to APBC, places less emphasis 011 routlnised procedure® 

and has the highest proportion of workers with some graduate 

training.**0 Therefore, Child Welfare Is considered to be in-

termediate in bureaucratic characteristics. 

These differences suggested the hypotheses that workers 

in the most bureaucratic agency (AFDC) would agree least 

with professional norms, favor the lowest training require-

ments, belong to the least number of professional associa-

tions, favor less professional supervision, be moat committed 

to their agency, and have the most favorable opinion of their 

agency's effectiveness, fhes# predictions would, of course, 

be reversed for the least bureaucratic agency (the General 

Assistance Agency). 

The data support the first of these hypotheses (hypothe-

sis II-A^l); the greatest conformity to professional norms is 

found in the General Assistance Agency. Over half of the 

General Assistance workers demonstrated high professional 

norm agreement In contrast to about one-third of the AFDC 

workers in their bureaucratic setting. The hypothesis was 

not supported by the proportion of Child Welfare workers (the 

intermediate setting) who ranked high on the norm scale. 

This proportion was actually somewhat lower for Child Welfare 

^°Refer to fable I, PP. 38-39. 

^Hypotheses II-A through II-F are stated in Chapter I, 
pp. 28-29. 
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workers than for AFDC workers. Xet the percentages la the 

low agreement group are consistently In the direction pre-

dicted. • (See Table IX.) The results are hardly conclusive 

TASK XX 

AGSSMIJfT WITH PROFESSIONAL BORMS S3? AQUGX 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Harms Scale 

Agency 
% in Sigh ; 

Rank 
£ In Medium 

Rank 
$ In L&w 

lank 

AFDC (n*38) 
(raoa t~"bure auer a tic) 3k 26 ko 

CW (n*%2) • 
(ln€emediate) 29 3® 33 

QA» (n*19) 
(least bureaucratic) 53 26 21 ** 

a^CW*—Child Welfare; "<JAB—General Assistance 

**Chl sq.=4«53 (IS). Two-tailed tests of'significance 
are used for all relationships predicted in hypothesis IX. 

when account Is also taken of the small amount of difference 

from which a systematic distinction could be inferred* (The 

chi square value did not suggest significant differences.) 

In contrast to the pattern of response above, the find-' 

lags relating to training qualifications are somewhat surpris-

ing. Whereas the Child Welfare workers exhibited the small-

est percentage of responses in the high norm agreement classi-

fication, these same workers (representing the hypothesised 

intermediate group) most often suggested the highest training 
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qualification® for both workers and supervisors. This result 

is wot completely la accord with the prediction that tha high-

est training requlrewents would be suggested by worker a in 

tha 'least bureaucratic agency (the General Assistance Agency). 

However* AFDG workers do consistently suggest the lowest 

training requirements, in accordance with tha hypothesis, aa 

evidenced by the findings for two Items on graduate training 

for supervisors (questionnaire items 23 and 2$)• Approximately 

one-fourth of tha AFDC respondenta replied that professional 

training is "absolutely ®s®entialH to fee adequate perform-

ance of a supervisor; whereas over 80 per ©ant of the Child 

Welfare workers selected this alternative* (See fable X.) 

TABLE X • 

VALUE OF GRADUATE THAI SI KG F01 
SUPERVISORS W AGENCY 

Value of Graduate training: 

Agency % Responding 
"Absolutely 
Essential'* 

% Responding 
Other 

AFDC (n«38) 
(mos t~"bur#aueratie) 26 Ik 

CW (n«U2) 
(intermediate) 83 1? 

GA (nwl9) 
(least bureaucratic) 63 37* 

*Chi sq.*26*85# j><»O01 (two-tailed teat)• 
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Differences among tlx* agencies in responses to the ques-

tion asking workers to suggest a practical minimum training 

requirement {questionnaire item 2J?) are very similar but of 

slightly greater magnitude. Again, Child Welfare workers most 

often suggested the Master of Social Work degree, and AFDC 

workers did so least often.^ Child Welfare workers, then, 

least often are in high agreement with professional norms tout 

most often suggest the highest training requirements» 

Results for the hypothesis concerning jaembership in pro-

fessional associations add another facet to the description 

of these agencies. As in all the hypotheses relative to dif-

ferences among agencies, it was predicted that the Child Wel-

fare Agency would occupy the intermediate position in compari-

son with this variable. However, Child Welfare respondents 

were least often members of outside professional groups, al-

though differences between them and AFDC workers were small, 

nearly half of both AFDC and Child Welfare workers had never 

been members of such associations and about 60 per cent were 

not members at the time of the study. As predicted, the Gen-

eral Assistance Agency had the highest percentage of workers 

who were past and/or present members of two or store profes-

sional associations, nearly 1*0 per cent of the Child Welfare 

22fhe comparable percentages In the three agencies are 
21 per cent, 90 per cent, and 58 per cent. See fable Q-25 
in Appendix c, p. 122. Differences for the other items con-
cerning training (questionnaire items 20, 21, 22 and 2k) ere 
also similar. 
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workers as compared with nearly JO ptp cent of,the AFDC work-

ers and nearly 1$ per oent of the Child Welfare workers. (Til® 

comparable percentages for present Membership in two or more 

associations are 32, 13» and 12.) {See Table XI.) The Gen-

eral Assistance workers distinctly belong to the highest num-

ber (proportionately) of outside professional groups* while 

the differences between the AFDC and Child Welfare agencies 

are not great. 

TABLE XI 

PAST AID PRJSSEUT MEMBERSHIP IB PB0FE8SI0HAL 
ASSOCIATION SET AOKJfCX 

Membership in 
Professional 
Associations 

; Agency 
Membership in 
Professional 
Associations 

AFDC (n«38) 
(Most 

Bureaucratic) 

CW (irtj.2) 
(Inter-
mediate) 

0A (a**19) 
(Least 

Bureaucratic) 

Past and Present 
% in two or more 
% in on© 
% in none 

29 
29 
42 

$ 36 
32 
32® 

Present Alone 
% in two or more 
% in one 
% in none 

13 
29 1 
5a 

12 
26 
62 

32 
26 
ij.2*# 

**Chi sq.»U.63 (I®) (two-tailed test)# 

Chi (NS) (two-tailed test). 

The three preceeding relationships concern what may be 

designated as professional characteristics of the workers in 

the three organisations (agreement with professional norms, 
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opinions regarding training, and membership in professional 

associations}* Results for the remaining hypotheses, while 

not always in the predicted direction, tend to follow more 

closely the bureaucratic ranking of the agencies. These re-

lationships concern variables more closely related to the 

bureaucratic rather than the professional orientations of •fche 

subjects. 

She first of this set of predictions suggested that 

workers in the most bureaucratic agency will desire less pro-

fessional supervision. The same eight item® describing vari-

ous activities of a supervisor are used in this analysis as 

were used for the similar hypothesis in the first group asso-

ciated with agreement with professional norms.^3 j n accord 

with the hypothesis, workers in the most bureaucratic agency 

{AFDC) least favor supervisory activity in the areas of policy-

making, relaying of information to caseworkers, advising work-

ers in the servicing of clients, aiding workers in specific 

decision-making, and field work. For these same role activi-

ties {except for the latter, questionnaire item k3) workers 

in the least bureaucratic agency {the General Assistance 

Agency) favor the highest level of supervisory functioning. 

{See fable XII for a summary of the data for all eight items.) 

The greatest differences among the agencies are exhibited by 

responses to three of these items {questionnaire items 37, 40, 

23«rhese items (questionnaire items 36-43) listed 
above on p. 56. 
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TYPii OF SUPERVISORY ACTIVITY APPROVED BY AOS8CY 

71 

Type of Supervisory 
Activity Approved 

Agency 
Type of Supervisory 
Activity Approved AFDC 

(£-38) 
'Ctf GA 

<2*19) 
Chi 
8q* 

Policy-Makljng Involvement 
% responding "yea, often" 
% responding other 

$•0 $Q 69 
31 

74 
26 IS 

Relaying Information to Workers 
% responding "yes* often* 
% responding other li 76 

2J4. 
100 

0 5 

Training of Workers 
% responding "yea, often" 
% responding; other 11 

36 
614. 

89 
11 S 

Keeping Records about Workers 
% responding Mye®» detailed 

records'* 
% responding other 

53 
47 

45 
55 I I 

53 MS 

Advising Workers 
% responding wy®8* often" 
% responding other 

32 
68 

33 
67 S t S 

Case De©isions of Workers 
% responding "yes, often" 
% responding #th®r 

8 
92 

19 
81 

k%. 
58 s* 

Reviewing Cases of Workers 
jf responding "yes, often" ®nd 

"yes, occasionally" 
% responding other 

92 
8 

83 
17 

89 : 

11 # # 

Field Work Activity 
% responding "yep, often" and 

"yes, occasionally" 
% responding other 

29 
71 8 47 

53 MS 

•Chi 8quai 
Q-ij.1, Appendix C, p 130, 

See Table 

*«*Ohi square is not appropriate In this instance, as all 
combinations of categories will yield expected frequencies of 
lea® than $ for more than 20 per eent of the eells* 
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and I4.I) , describing relaying of information to workers, advis-

ing workers, and aiding workers in case decisions* Except for 

the last of these three items, these role functions do not in-

volve direct supervision of caseworkers' tasks* Field work 

functions, which are primarily performed by caseworkers, are 

also least stressed by respondents in the most bureaucratic 

agency (AFDC), indicating that these workers conceive the role 

of the supervisor as more removed from their own. 

The item which asks if a supervisor "needs to advise 

workers in providing casework services to clients" illustrates 

these results. The proportion of workers responding "yes, 

often" la 32 per cent in AFDC, 33 per cent in child Welfare, 

and 7k per cent in General Assistance. (See Table XIII.) The 

TABLE XIII 

APPROVAL OP SUPERVISORY ACTIVITY IN ADVISING WORKERS 
COHCERNING SERVICES BY AGENCY 

Amount of Supervisory Activity 
Agency 

% Responding 
"Yes, Often" 

% Responding 
Other 

AFDC {11*38) 
(most"~bureauoratic) 32 m 

CW (n=42) 
(intermediate) 33 67 

0A <BF19) 
(least bureaucratic) 7h 26« 

«Chi sq.=10.8^, jgc.Ol (two-tailed test) 
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differences are significant (as represented by the ehi square 

value); however, this is almost exclusively dm to the devia-

tion of the General Assistance Agency workers* This is also 

th@ case for the item concerning the supervisor1a relaying of 

information to caseworkers. (See Table XII,} 

For the items dealing with the keeping of performance 

records find the reviewing of cases (questionnaire items 39 

and i|2), the responses deviate from the model in that the 

highest percentages of "high activity" responses are found 

for AFDC workers. The differences are slight, however. These 

two items can be seen to represent role activities which are 

quite bureaucratic in nature. The results can be interpreted ' 

as evidence suggestive that workers in the agency most 

TABLE XI? 

APPROVAL OF SUPERVISORY RECORDS OF 
WORKERS BY AGENCY 

Agency 

AFDC (n«38) 
{nos t~~bureaucra tic) 

CW {|f%2} 
(intermediate) 

GA (n«19) 
(le"ast bureaucratic) 

Keeping Records of Workers 

» Responding 
"Detailed 
Records H 

% Responding 
Other 

14-7 

55 

$3® 

•Chi sq.*.i}$ (MS) (two-tailed test). 
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emphasizing formal rules tend to favor supervisory activity 

In carrying out procedural tasks, enough so to offset factors 

which produced the opposite results for the other Items# The 

responses to the question ttDo you think there is a need for a 

supervisor to keep records of each worker*s performance* il-

lustrates this. (See Table XIV.) Over half of the AFPC 

workers replied that "detailed records" need to be kept, 

whereas l|5 per cent of the Child Welfare workers' responses 

fell in this category. 

The item which deals with the supervisor'& training 

function (questionnaire item 38} was utilized In the discus-

sion of the first major group of hypotheses to illustrate the 

positive association of agreement with professional norms and 

level of professional supervision desired. However, when 

this same item is cross-classified by agency, the results do 

not consistently support the contention that workers in the 

least bureaucratic agency also favor store supervision (and 

that workers in the most bureaucratic agency favor the least). 

This item on the supervisory training function is the only 

one of the eight items on supervisory role for which Child 

Welfare workers exhibited the lowest percentage of responses 

in favor of "high activity." (See Table XV.) Only about 35 

per cent of the Child Welfare workers suggest that supervisors 

"often" need to conduct "regular training sessions" with their 

caseworkers, aa opposed to nearly 90 per cent of the workers 

in the General Assistance Agency. There is a possible 
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TABLiS If 

APPROVAL OP SUPERVISORY ACTIVITY II 
flUOTlM SX MS1CY 

Agency 
Amount of Supervisory Activity 

Agency % Responding 
Often* 

% Responding 
Other 

APDO (n»38) 
(moat~bureauoratic) kl 53 

cv {»•%&?. 
C late vm <£ iete) 36 64 

OA (g«19) 
(least bureaucratic) 89 11* 

*Ghi eq.«l£.37» £,<.001 {tiro*tailed test). 

explanation for this significant difference whioh Is not found 

in the statistical data* It was learned daring' the process of 

administering the questionnaire that the staff of the Child 

Welfare Agency had recently instituted an intra-agency train-

ing program for all its caseworkers and supervisors, Although 

supervisors were formally in charge of the program, the format 

consisted of reports given by caseworkers in a general meeting 

of the professional staff (caseworkers and supervisors). Con-

sequently* it is quite possible that when Child Welfare workers 

said they did not favor regular training sessions conducted by 

the supervisor* they may have been saying (in effeot) that 

they favored the new system in their agency. If this is the 

oase, the situation illustrates well the difficulty in comparing 
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conceptions of the supervisor's role across agency boundaries.. 

In view of such difficulties, the response patterns which do 

support the hypothesis appear more significant.^ 

The prediction that workers in the least bureaucratic 

agency would be least committed to their agency ia not sup-

ported by the data, when asked if they expected to remain 

with their agency for the remainder of their career, nearly 

one*-third of the workers in General Assistance replied "yes, 

definitely"; whereas nearly 20 per cent of the AFDC workers 

responded in this category. (See Table XVI.) It appears that 

the relationship between agency commitment and the bureaucratic 

TABLE XVI 

PLANS TO REMAIN WITH AGJfctfCY M AGEKCY 

Expect to Remain in Agency 

Agency fa Responding 
"Yes, 

Definitely" 

% Responding 
"Yes, 

Probably" 

% Responding 
Other 

AFDC (n=38) 
{i»o®t~~bur. )» 18 kz 40 

CW (n-lj.2) 
(intermediate) 12 k$ k'3 

GA (11=19) 
(least bur.) 32 32 36#& 

«-f,Bur. "—Bureaucratic •«~*Chi sq.=3.S»l (JiS) (two-tailed) 

Slj-Of 
aours«, such problems primarily serve to demonstrate 

the desirability of a larger sample of subjects than has been 
used for this research. 
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nature of the agenoy is negative rather than poeitive, al-

though the difference® anong the agenclea ara alight* In 

addition* tha relationship ia not completely conelatent, in 

that tha 'latitat percentage of high coiBmitraent reapoaaea is . 

found for tha Child Waif ara workers, whoae agamy ia conaid-

ered to ba intermediate in bureaucratic characteristica* 

Further» response* which indicated that remaining with tha 

agency was improbable at wall as indefinite showed almost 

no differences among agencies* Moat of the difference be-

tween the .©eneral Assistance workers and the workers from 

other aganeiea ia accounted for by the choice of "definite" 

rather than "probable• responses. 

msm xvu 

PMFSREHCE FOB PRIVATE A@B10Y W AGSHCY 

Preference for Private Agency 

Agency 
$ 

Responding 
"Definitely 

lot® 

% 
Heaponding 
"Probably 

Sot* 

% 
leaponding 

% e a n 

% Giving 
*Ko 

Opinion" 

APDC (n«38| 
(aoat~bur«)# 13 37 26 ik 

CM {n**k2) 
{intermedia te. ; Ik $0 IT 19 

OA (n«19> 
(laaat bur.) 26 k7 11 16## 

#wBur«'Bureaucratic 

«#Ghi aq.*^*5® (IS) (two-tailed test). 
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Rasponssa to- tha itaia which asks subjects if thay would 

prefar working in ft private agancy rsthar than a public agan-

°7 (qua a tionnaira it am 17) do axhibit a conaistant negative 

relationship between thaaa two variables. Again, however, tha 

differences are small. (saa Table XVII.) the proportion of 

subjects answering that they "definitely" would not prefer 

private to public agency employment (indicating high cosssit-

»e»t) ia over one-fourth in tha (Jeneral Assistance Agency, 

but 13 and Hj. par oant in AFDC and Child Welfare respectively. 

Additional support for tha nagativa association of 

agency commitment; and tha bureaucratic nature of tha agency 

1® provided by rasponsaa to yet anothar itam, which asks AFDC . 

workars if thay would prafar working in Child Valfara and asks 

TABLE XVIII 

PEEFERJBBCB FOR CHILD WELFARE VERSUS APDC m mmax 

Preference for Other Aganay 

Agency # Responding 

flat" 

$ Responding 
! "pFobubly 

Hot" 

$ Responding 
Othar 

AFDC (n®38) 
(»ost""bur. )# 21 i %Q •29 

Ctf {n«i|2}## 
{intermediate} 

8 1 1k 

««aanaral Aasiataaca workara wara not given this item. 

***Chi eq.**28.96, £<.001 (two-tailed taat). 
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Child Welfare workers if they would prefer working in AFDC 

(questionnaire item 18). High commitment to their own agency 

may bt inferred when the subjects responded that they would 

"definitely not" prefer to work in the other agency. Approx-

imately 20 per cant of the AFDC workers definitely preferred 

their own agency to Child Welfare; in sharp contrast, approx-

imately 30 per oent of the Child Welfare workers definitely 

preferred their own agenoy to AFDC. (3ee Table XVIII.) 

W!i«n preference for Child Welfare or AFDC was cross-

classified by ranks on the agreement with professional norms 

scale, only slight differences were revealed.^ It would ap-

pear that membership in ths agency is a more significant var-

iable in predicting commitment to the agency than agreement 

with professional norms. However, the relationships whioh 

agency commitment (as measured by questionnaire items 11 and 

17) bears to these two major variables, agency membership and 

professional norm agreement, are logically consistent. Agency 

commitment is higher for those subjects most in agreement with 

professional norms and for those employed by the least bureau-

cratic agency. It does not follow, necessarily, that a high 

negative association exists between the bureaucratic nature 

of the agency and workers* agreement with professional norms. 

Indeed, the negative relationship is s m a l l . 

2^See Table ?-l8, Appendix D, p. 

*^bSee the discussion of Table IX on pp. 65-66. 
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The last prediction of to# second ai&Jor group of hypo-

tii©s@s (hypothesis XI-P^?) tlso concerned the workers' views 

of their agency. It suggested that those workers in the 

least bureaucratic agency would view their agency and Its 

policies as least effective In providing casework services 

{a© indicated by the ranks on the scale measuring conceptions 

of agency effectiveness}. The scale'item® are similar to 

those measuring agreement with professional norms and primar-

ily concern the effect of the agencies' policies upon profes-

sional goals. As would be expected on the basis of previous . 

findings, the data indicates rejection of the hypothesis. 

fAHJjB XXX ' 

CONCEPTIONS OP AGENCY EFFECTIVENESS W AGENCY 

Agency 

Rank on Conceptions of Agency 
Effectiveness Scale 

Agency 
% in High ! 

Rank • 
% In Medium 

Hank 
% in Low 

Hank 

AFDC (n=38) 
(ao s t*~bur e aucr a tl e) 24 26 $0 

CV (zH*2) 
(inTermediate) \ 3k 12 

OA (n«X9) 
(least bureaucratic) 53 37 10# 

•K-Chi sq.*18.38, £<.01 (two-tailed test). 

2?See Chapter I, p. £9* 
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The largest proportion of workers (exactly half) who gave 

their agency it low evaluation on Its effectiveness in pursuit 

of professional norms is found In the most bureaucratic 

(rather than In the least bureaucrat!©} agency. The percent-

ages of workers in the other two agencies giving a low evalu-

ation of their agency*s effectiveness are both very small. 

{See Table XIX.) AFDC workers are clearly dissatisfied with 

their agency when judging It on the basis of professional 

norms, and they are least often committed to it. 

In summarising the findings pertaining to the second 

major group of hypotheses, the data suggest that workers in 

the most bureaucratic agency {a) less often agree with pro-

fessional norms, (b) less often suggest higher training re-

quirements, (e) less often are members of professional groups 

than workers in the least bureaucratic agency but more often 

than workers In the intermediate agency, (d) less often favor 

high levels of function for supervisors (except in direct 

worker supervision), (e) less often are committed to their 

agency, and (f) less often view their agency as effective 

in providing casework services. 

Suppleisentary Findings 

Some additional data should be presented which is close-

ly related fco the hypotheses already discussed. Specifically, 

there are three factors which are pertinent to the results 

obtained, first, there is an age difference in the three 
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agencies which may intervene. The median age of workers, in 

the General Assistance Ageney is significantly higher—J+5 

years—than those of the AFDC and Child Welfare agencies— 

27 ysars and 28.5 yaars, respectively. The significance of . 

this difference is found in a positive association whioh ex-

ists between age and agreement with professional norms. 

Nearly 60 per cent of the subjects who were thirty or more 

years of age ranked in the high agreement group; whereas only 

1$ per cent of those under thirty scored in the high classi-

fication. (See Table XX.) The association is particularly 

relevant to the prediction that workers in the least bureau-

cratic agency are most in agreement with professional norms. 

In this case, these workers are also older. 

Second, there is a positive association between scores 

on the norm agreement scale and length of social work 

TAJBLfc. XX 

AaRft&MBXX WXffi Pfi0ipi£SSXOMAi# N0HM3 EI AQE OROUP 

Age Group 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Seal# 

Age Group 
% in High 

Bank 
% In Medium 

Rank. 
% in Low 
Bank 

30 and Over (n"̂ .6) 59 17 2k 

Under 30 (n*53) 15 k3 

"Chi sq.*20.8,5# £ < •0005 (one-tailed teat) 
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experience. Workers with niort experience both in®id# and 

outside the agency plaoe the highest value on social work. 

Nearly 1*0 per oent of the workers ranking in the high agree-

ment group have at least six years experience in the agency, 

as opposed to nearly 10 per cent in the low agreement rank. 

{See fable XXI.) The differences are complicated by the fact 

TABLE XXX 

AGREEMENT WITH PROFESSIONAL NORMS W 
LENGTH OP SOCIAL M O M 2SXPEHX8BGB 

Length of 
lank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

Social Work 
Experience % In High 

Bank 
(£-35) 

% in Medium 
Bank 
(n»31) 

% in Low 
Bank 
(»=*33) 

Experience in Agency 
% with 6 years or more 
% with 3-> years 

'% with 1-2 years 
% with less than 1 year 

37 
37 
3 
23 

0 
10 
61 
29 

12 
12 
! * , 6 

30# 

-xperienoe Outside Agency 
% with aome 
% with none 

51 
1*9 

k$ 
5 5 

J 
-4
U»
 

2°
 

1
 

#Chi aq.*39«38» £<.0005 (one-tailed test) 

'-Mrciii sq.»3*24 (SS) (one-tailed test) 

that there are no workers in the Child Welfare Ageney with 

over three years experience in the ageney, because the agency 

was only organized on its present basis in 19%. It will be 

recalled that a plurality (38 per cent) of the Child Welfare 

workers scored in the medium rank on the agreement with 
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professional norms scale.^8 Therefore, the high, proportion 

of subjects with medium rank on norm agreement who ere found 

in the one to two years1 experienee category is not surpris-

ing* 

Experience In other social work agencies appears less 

significantly related to agreement with professional norma 

(in terms of the chi square values) than was intra-agency ex-

perience, but the association is also positive. Over half of 

the subjects with high agreement with professional norms had 

had previous social work experience, as opposed to only 30 

per cent of those in the high agreement group. (See Table 

XXI.) 

Third, there is a suggestion (though only a suggestion) 

in the data of a positive relationship between an internal 

and an external reference group orientation. One item of the 

questionnaire (questionnaire item 51) asked the subjects how 

many of their fellow workers would agree with their responses 

to the questions concerning agency policy. At first glance, 

the responses appear to have little meaning, as most respond-

ents answered that "moat of my fellow workers will agree,M 

However, the distribution of nno opinion" responses is quite 

interesting. The proportion of those workers who were past 

and/or present members of at least two professional associa-

tions giving "no opinion" responses was 13 per cent, as 

28 'See the dlsousslon of Table IX, pp. 65-66. 
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compared with nearly 30 per cent of those workers who had 

never been a member of such a group. (See Table XXII.) 11-

.. .. • .. .. TABLE E I I ;; 

A&m&mm mm fellow worksrs m past and preskht 
MEMBERSHIP IN OUTSIDE PROFESSIONAL GROUPS 

Past and Present 
Membership in 
Professional 
Associations 

Agreement with Fellow Workers Past and Present 
Membership in 
Professional 
Associations 

% Giving 
"No Opinion" 

ft Giving 
Other 

Two or More (na21j.) 13 8? 

One (n*33) 18 

lone (n*%2) 29 71* 

#Chi aq.ss2.63 (NS) (one-tailed teat). 

though the differences ere not great (the value of ohi square 

is not significant at the .05 level), the data auggeat that 

those worker® who belong to more outside professional refer-

ence groups may wore often I* aware of the climate of opinion 

within their agency or at least have some perception of it. 

It ie possible that these workers more often have a percep-

tion of their fellows that may serve as a point of referanee 

in forming attitudes toward their agency and, conceivably, 

toward their profession, although the relevant data is miaaing, 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, ABD RBCOMHEXDATIOKS 

Smamary of the Results 

fhe responses of the ninety-nine social workers who 

served as the subjects of this research gave support to some 

sections of the two major hypotheses. When subjects were 

classified in three ranked group® on the basis of their agree-

ment with professional norms, the following three propositions 

were supported. Workers most in agreement with professional 

norms tended (I-A) to favor higher levels of training for 

supervisors, (I-B) to belong to more professional associations, 

and (I-C) t© favor higher levels of professional supervisory 

role activity. These same workers, contrary to the hypothesis, 

tended' (I-D) to be more committed to their agency and (1-1) 

to view their agency as more effective in pursuit of profes-

sional norms 

Results were similar for the second major hypothesis, 

which involved a comparison of responses in the three social 

work agencies serving as the setting of the research. Workers 

In the most bureaucratic agency, in accord with the hypothe-

sis, tended to • less often agree with professional 

norms, (XI-B) less often suggest higher training requirements 

for workers and supervisors, {II-C) less often belong to 

86 
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professional associations than workers in the least bureau-

cratic agency but more often than workers in the intermediate 

agency, and {II-D) less often favor higher levels of profes-

sional supervision but more often favor higher levels of 

direct worker supervision. These same workers, contrary to 

the hypothesis* tended to (II-E) less often be committed-, t® 

their agency and (II-F) less often view their agency as effect 

tive in the pursuit of professional norms. 

Conelusions: The Professionalized Bureaucracy 

The issue which has been central to this study is the 

accommodation of two analytical types of occupational group-

ings, the bureaucratic and the professional models of organi-

zation. The social work agency has been used as a particular 

case in which elements of both models are found to exist si-

multaneously. the social work agency represents a bureau-

cratic organisation of occupational functions which are also 

professionalised, insofar as the organization incorporates 

elements of the professional model into its structure. 

Yet, bureaucratic and professional patterns present a 

logical conflict in the manners in which they control occupa-

tional behavior. Bureaucratic control is direct; it Involves 

the issuance of directives for behavior from the top of the 

hierarchy to the subordinate positions at which action is re-

quired. fhese directives are formalized m policies and regu-

lations, which are transmitted and carried out through 
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standardized procedures and direct supervision. In contrast, 

professional control is indirect. It involves the transmis-

sion of knowledge, technique, and generalized codes of conduct 

to its members {primarily through training), who are then as-

sumed to be capable of overseeing their own occupational beha-

vior supported by professional colleagues# The principle of 

collegiate control typifies the professional patterning of 

authority, although there are graded distinctions in authority 

among professional persons. In the professionalised bureau-

cracy, however, standardised hierarchical control by profes-

sionally trained persons over less trained ones takes precedence 

over indirect collegiate, professional control. 

Uhe development of standardised hierarchical control is, 

of course, not the same In all social work agencies. Hence, 

to compare the effects of various degrees of professional and 

bureaucratic development, three different social work agencies 

have been used as the foci of this research. One is designated 

as the most bureaucratic (the AFDC Agency), one as Intermediate 

in bureaucratic characteristics (the Child Welfare Agency), 

and the third as least bureaucratic (the General Assistance 

Agency). In these three agencies all of the social workers 

are not professionals in the full sense of the terra. ̂  It was 

*The overriding majority of these workers had not under-
gone graduate social work training. Workers with limited 
training have been termed semi-professional throughout the 
study to distinguish them froa "those witih professional train-
ing who may be more Influenced by professional modes of control. 
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originally hypothesised that those subjects who were most in 

agreement with professional norms** would also exhibit two 

other professional characteristics. It was thought that these 

workers would {I-A) suggest higher training requirements .for 

workers and supervisors and {X-B) belong to store professional 

associations. It was also predicted that these workers would 

{I-C) express more support for professional supervision, sine® 

this typically involves supervision of serai-professionals by 

professionally trained persons. Finally, it was predicted 

that these professionally oriented workers would (I-D) he less 

committed to their agency and (I»Js) view it as less profession-

ally effective, since the agency organization is an example 

of bureaucratic control. 

The hypotheses dealing with differences among the three 

agencies began with the prediction that, because of the con-

flict between the bureaucratic snd professional models, (II-A) 

workers In the least bureaucratic agency would be most in 

agreement with professional norms. Generally, hypothesised 

difference® between workers in the different agencies were 

that workers in the least bureaucratic agency would respond 

as did the more professionally oriented workers. 

fhe results of the research give soase indirect support 

to the general conclusion that the social work agency, as an 

^For a discussion of the scale used to measure agreement 
with professional norms, see pp. 42-1*3. 
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example of a professionalized bureaucracy* serves professional 

as well as bureaucratic functions for it® semi-professional 

employees. fhese functions include professional supervision 

and, more broadly, the socialization of professional norms. 

These professionalizing functions exist in addition to the 

obvious function of the social work agency as a vehicle for 

accomplishing the social welfare objectives of the social work 

profession. While such professional functions do not neces-

sarily conflict with bureaucratic elements of control, a point 

appears at which formalised bureaucratic control does conflict 

with the professionalizatlon of Its' semi-professional employee®. 

Professional Supervision • 

Kie phenomenon of professional supervision in soeial work 

is an example par excellence of the accommodation of profes-

sional and bureaucratic modes of control. Like Scott*s mx&m-

inatlon of social work supervision,3 this research has sup-

ported the hypothesis that professionally oriented workers 

favor higher levels of activity for supervisors. This is par-

ticularly the case for the more professional aspects of the 

role. The supervisor*s role is conceived broadly to include 

involvement in policy-making, training, and advising workers, 

as well as direct supervision of workers (reviewing eases and 

^Scott, o£. cit. Scott1s article is one of the few ac-
counts of professionals in a bureaucratic setting which empha-
sizes 'Idie accommodation rather than the conflict between bur-
eaucratic and professional authority. 
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keeping performance records)The more professionally ori-

ented workers more often view professional training as a 

necessity for supervisors (although not for workers),£ which 

adds another facet to supervisory role conceptions. The so-

cial work supervisor, in effect, appears to be a role model 

for her subordinates, who only occasionally have received for-

mal professional training. Professional supervision seems 

particularly well-adapted to the social work professions in 

which such a large proportion of the members are "untrained" 

or semi-professional. 

The response patterns in this study suggested that per-

ceptions of the supervisor1s role tend to vary from agency to 

agency, as well as by degree of commitment to professional 

values. As predicted, workers in the least bureaucratic 

agency favored more supervisory activity in moat aspects of 

the supervisor*s role. However, the more bureaucratic func-

tions of the supervisor (e.g., keeping performance records) 

were most favored in the most bureaucratic agency.^ These 

results are consistent with the finding that the least bureau-

cratic agency had the highest proportion of workers in high 

agreement with professional norms and that the most bureau-

cratic agency had the highest proportion of workers placing 

^Table IV, p. 57* summarizes response® to the eight items 
depicting the supervisor's role. 

*See Table II, p. $k» 

6See Table XII, p. 71. 
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low value on professional services and techniques.? Differ-

ences in the apparent professional orientation of workers In 

the three agencies were, however, not so great as to lead to 

the conclusion that a highly developed bureaucracy completely 

stifles the development of professional coraal ferae nt. Further 

consideration ®f the points of bureaucratic-professional con-

flict must await consideration of a aecond group of findings 

which suggest additional modes of aocowpodatlon between the 

two models. 

The Socialisation of Professional Norma 

There are several indications in the data that the ageney 

Is a professionalizing setting for social workers, ©specially 

for the '•untrained" workers who have been termed aemi-profes-

atonal. Rather than serving primarily as a ^bureaucratic im-

pediment" to professional socialization, the social work agency 

nay serve aa a source of acquaintance with professional norms 

for many of its employees. First, the evidence exhibits a 

positive association between agreement with professional norms 

ana length of social work experience, as well as age.® In 

other words, the longer a worker remains with the agency, the 

greater is her exposure to and internalization of social work 

values. Second, the wora professionally oriented workers also 

tended to b® more committed to their agency and to view it as 

?S«e Table IX, p. 66. 

%e® fables XX and XXI, pp. 62-83. 
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more effective in its pursuit of professional norms.^ Sheae 

results, though contrary to til© predicted direction of the 

hypotheses, can easily be reconciled to the model of the pro-

fessionalized bureaucracy in which professionals supervise 

seal-professionals. If th® agency serves as a worker's first 

acquaintance with the profession, in lieu of professional-

training, it is not surprising that a worker who places high 

value on social work should also he committed to her agency. 

The agency commitment which is posited above could be 

an "internal" reference group orientation that is professional 

rather than bureaucratic in nature* Shis interpretation part-

ly contradicts Blau and Scott's conclusions concerning the 

"cosmopolitan"-"local" model as it applies to social work. 

Aooording to Blau and Scott, the professionally oriented 

social worker {©r "cosmopolitan") is characterized by low 

commitment to the employing organization and la Interested in 

external professional groups.10 On© possible explanation of 

these conflicting interpretations may be found in the level 

of professional training which characterised workers in "Coun-

ty Agency" of Scott»a research in contrast to the level of 

training of workers in the three agencies of this study. Th© 

proportion of workers in County Agency having had sone gradu-

ate social work training was 1*2 per cent11 in contrast to 21 

93ee Tables VI, VII, and VIII, pp. 60-63. 

10Blau and Scott, ®£. cit., pp. 61*-74. ^Ibld., p. 257. 
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per cent In the three egencie® of this research i$ per cent 

in APDC, 36 per cent in Child Welfare, and 26 par oant in 

Seneral Assistance). It is conceivable that a cosmopolitan 

orientation ia a phenomenon largely associated with the 

trained professional. 

Another factor whiah may ba a necessary condition for 

tha local-coamopolitan modal vis the visibility or perception 

of professional opportunity. The aubjaeta of thla raaearch 

mad® a positive evaluation of the opportunity in their agency 

to provide professional service® in oontraat to opportunities 

in private agenoiea. Whether or not the opportunity for pro* 

faaaional casework la greater in a private agency, aa suggested 

by Blau and Scott* such an opportunity must ba perceived aa 

such by the worker. This distinction between professional 

©aaework in private and public agencies may, in fact, be pri-

marily foetared by professional training schools, or perhaps 

only by certain graduate schools. In addition* professional 

opportunities themselves vary in different geographic regions 

with differential development of private and public aooial wel-

fare service#. Unfortunately, It la not quite clear in Blau 

and Scott'a analyala whether professional opportunity la de-

fined aa tha opportunity to do professional caaework m aa 

l2Thia way even be true only of training received prior 
to a "aignificant" length of time spent in one agency. The 
graduate stipends provided in aooial work agencies, for exam-
ple, uaually require that a worker return to the agency upon 
completion of training. 
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the opportunity to be recognized by other members of the pro-

fession. If the latter meaning is implied# the ideology of 

the graduate school would be an important factor in an under-

standing of what constitutes "professional advancement.M 

A third requisite of the cosmopolitan model is the "ex-

ternal" reference group orientation. Such an orientation has 

been defined somewhat differently in this research than it 

has been in other studies. To Souldner and to Blau and Scott, 

a professional was oriented outside the agency if he chose 

sources of "professional and intellectual stimulation" which 

were not in the agency, such as publications of professional 

associations.-*-3 In this research, the measure used was simply 

the subjects' membership in professional associations* 4s 

predicted, membership in professional groups was found to be 

positively related to agreement with professional norma.3i* 

The cluster of factors which emerges isf professional 

norm commitment, agency commitment, and membership in "outside" 

professional organizations. In addition, there was a slight 

suggestion in the data that membership in professional asso-

ciations is also associated with an awareness of epinion with-

in the agency (I.e., a perception of the opinion® of fellow 

workers).^ Contacts within the agency and with other social 

1 3Gouldner , o£. clt., p. 30^1 Blau and Scott, oj>. cit., 
pp. 66-6?* Bennls and others, oj>. c l t . » p. ii.87, uae yet 
another measure of the extemal~reference group orientation. 

lUsee Table III, p. 55. ^See Table XXII, p. 85 . 
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workers In professional groups outside the agency may serve a 

socialigatlon function for toe semi-professional social work* 

er. The clustering of factors suggests that the local-cosmo-

politan model Is a phenomenon which Is not invariably found 

among professional persons employed in bureaucracies, nor 

among all members of particular professional occupations, nor 

even among mil members of particular professional occupations 

employed in the aage type of bureaucratic organisation. Gould-

ner1s original designation of looal and cosmopolitan orienta-

tions as "latent sooial roles'* remains quite appropriate. The 

nature of the professional training of the professional person 

nay well be an important factor in the development of a cos-

mopolitan orientation. 

In summary, it might be said that the bureaucracy holds 

primary sway over its semi-professional employees until or 

unless they undergo graduate training, or that a bureaucratic 

system which provides for the professional socialization ®f 

workers substitutes for extended professional training. Two 

reservations Mist, however, be made. First, there is, of 

sours®, a serious question as to just what sort of professional 

socialization is received in the agencies studied here. The 

process Itself was not examined directly, but has been inferred 

from the subjects* responses. The scale measuring agreement 

with professional norms indicates a positive evaluation of the 

efficacy and range of applicability of sooial work techniques, 

but it does not directly measure knowledge of social work 
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techniques nor, properly speafcing, does It measure adherence 

to a professional code of ethics. These aspects of the occu-

pational role may to® learned by the semi-professional In the 

social work agency along with a generalized positive attitude 

toward professional services, but this research was not de-

signed to test the®. Second, the process of accommodation of 

bureaucratic and professional modes of control does not appear 

by any Mans complete in the social work agencies examined in 

this study. The evidence, in fact, indicates some degree of 

conflict between these two types of structuring of occupation-

al behavior. In addition, the limitation of the study to 

these specific agencies places the usual limitations upon in-

terpretations that can be drawn from such a small sampling of 

situations. 

Professional-Bureaucratic Conflict 

There is so»e evidence that the extent of formalized 

bureaucratic control may hinder the socialisation of profes-

sional norms. The highest level of agreement with professional 

norms was found in the least bureaucratic agency and the high-

est proportion of low agreement scores was found in the most 

bureaucratic agency, ttfhen this finding is interpreted in 

conjunction with Thomas* findings concerning the negative as-

sociation of agency size and ethical eoaai talent ,^7 it is 

Table IX, p. 66. 

^Thomas, o£. cit., pp. 3M4-7. 
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possible to suggest BOB® of the f no tor a involved in the rela-

tionship. Because the differences in professions! commitment 

are most pronounced for the workers in the least buresucratic 

agency of this study (which is the smallest of the three), 

perhaps the underlying fsctor(s) cen be identified most dear-

ly st this point. In both this study and that of Thoatae, age 

m a length of experience are positively associated with pro-

fessional commitment {though this is defined differently in 

each case) and are also associated with the smaller agency (or 

attendee, in Thomas* research). Size of group and length of 

association, in conjunction with the description of the small 

agency1s hierarchical arrangement, suggest that the smaller 

agency situation maximises peer-group interaction or colleague-

type relationships among workers and supervisors. The rela-

tionships are long-standing, because turnover is low; and 

communication is not hampered by a greatly formalised and pro-

ceduralised hierarchical routing of information. If peer-

group relationships are Indeed wore pronounced in the smaller* 

lesa bureaucratic agency, it would follow that transmission 

of peer norms would be accomplished more easily and that more 

oollesgue support would t>s available for the maintenance and 

further development of a peer-supported professional orienta-

tion. 

Because the level of graduate social work training is 

slightly lower in the least bureaucratic agency (the General 

Assistance Agency) than in the intermediate agency (the Child 
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Welfare Agency)sis® and degree of hierarchical differen-

tiation appear to be the most significant factors In the so-

cialization of the "untrained" semi-professional® in the agen-

cies, at least when the levels of training are generally low. 

It is in association with the level of professional training 

which workers consider necessary that their own levels of 

training seem to be the important variable. In this instance, 

it Is not surprising that the more bureaucratic ranking of the 

Child Welfare Agency is countervailed by its relatively high 

level of training. This is evidenced by the high proportion 

of Child Welfare respondents who suggested higher training re-

quirements for both workers and supervisors.^ 

The workers in the least bureaucratic agency also were 

members of proportionately wore voluntary professional asso-

ciations than were APDC and Child Welfare workers.**® It Is 

possible, as suggested above, that closer peer relationship® 

within the agency foster additional peer contacts with social 

workers outside the agency. However, this reasoning breaks 

down when it is seen that slightly fewer of the workers In 

the intermediate agency were saenbers of professional associa-

tions than were workers in the most bureaucratic agency. 

Other variable® appear to have contaminated the hypothesised 

relationship. 

l6See Table I, pp. 38-39. 

19See Table X, p. 67. 20See Table XI, p. 69. 
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A olaarar lnalght Into profaaclonal~buraauoratie con-

filet# raqulraa a oloaar anamination of tha AFDC Aganoy, tha 

moat buraaueratle aganoy of tha thraa. It la In tola aganoy 

that tha conflict batwaan tha buraaueratle moda of oontrol 

and profaaalonal norma waa moat apparant. A algnlflaant num-

bar of AFDC amployaaa axhlbltea high agraamant with profaa-

alonal norma, hence auch an orlantation waa olaarly not oon-

plataly stifled by tha buraauoratlc atruotura. However, a 

vary larga proportion of APtKJ workara ware clearly diaaatia-

fiad with their agency• Thay evidenced low loyalty to thair 

organisation and evaluated It aa laaa effective In pursuing 

profaaalonal goala.2* Thay seemed to view aganoy pollolaa aa 

llmltatlona upon the purault of profaaalonal goala* la it 

then aurprlalng that thaaa workara jolnad outaida profaaalon-

al groupe in larger number than did Child aaIfara workara 

(with who* many AFDC workara would have changed plaoaa)? It 

la poaalbla that in thia caae tha llmltatlona of tha aganoy 

did eerve to atimulate tha development of an oatalda orienta-

tion akin to that of tha ooaaopolltan* 

Needles to §a|> tha 1*0 par oant «f tha AFDC workara who 

rankad low on agreement with profaaalonal norma can hardly ba 

aatd to share thia oriantation. Tha faot that tha number of 

"non-profeaeionally oriented" workara, aa meaaured by tha acala 

daplctlng agraamant with profaaalonal norma* in tha AFDC Aganoy 

2iSee Tablaa xyi-xix, pp. ?6-g0. 
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was high seams to account for the tendency of APDC workers to 

view the role of the supervisor in more bureaucratic terns. 

As discussed above, supervisory activities in keeping records 

of workers and reviewing oases were more favored by AFDC 

workers than by workers in the less bureaucratic agencies. 

In brief, the data appear to illustrate two ways in which 

the degree of bureaucratic control in the social work agency 

conflicts with the development of a professional orientation 

among semi-professionals. First, size and hierarchical dif-

ferentiation limit the diffusion of professional norms among 

workers through colleague relationships* Second, adherence t@ 

highly standardized policies and procedures results in dissat-

isfaction among semi-professional workers and may limit the 

effective utilization of professional, trained personnel. 

These points of conflict appear, however, to be capable 

of accommodation t© a degree not often recognised in the lit-

erature on professional organisations. The professionalised 

social work bureaucracy whose employees are mostly semi-

professionals Incorporates elements of the professional con-

trol structure in its supervisory pattern and in its emphasis 

on professional training. The accommodation involves the com-

bining of professionally trained workers with semi-professional 

workers through bureaucratic hierarchy and the welding of for-

malism to professional collegiate normative control in a man-

ner appropriate to the utilization of both bureauoratic effi-

ciency and professional knowledge. 
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Recommendations 

The tentative conelaslone of this research suggest sev-

eral directions for the further study of the accommodation 

and conflict of bureaucratic ami professional'nodes of organ-

izing occupational behavior. First, there are several limi-

tations of this study which restrict the generality and appli-

cability of its conclusions. This research has been limited 

to a small number of subjects in only three public social work 

agencies in one metropolitan area of the United States. Simi-

lar research utilising samples of larger populations would b© 

necessary to discover the effects of regional variations and 

variations in other types of agency settings {e.g., private, 

rather than public, agencies}# In addition, the further test-

ing of the hypotheses in professions other than social work, 

but with comparable characteristics, would be desirable in or-

der to determine the generality of the suggested relationships 

among the variables in question. 

Second, there are a number of problems involved in the 

conceptualization of the variables involved in this study which 

will require further investigation. The initial difficulty 

lies in determining what is meant by agreement with "profes-

sional norms." Further research needs not only to specify the 

instrument used to measure such a variable (@r any variable 

depicting degrees of "professionalization"), but also to in-

vestigate the correlations of the various measures already 

used in the literature. This problem is complicated by a 
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consideration of the theoretical relationship of norm agree-

ment and levels of professional training. For example, it it 

likely that semi-professional ("untrained") workers, su©h as 

those used in this research, acquire a different set of norma-

tive standards through "agency socialisation" than do workers 

who complete two years in a professional training school. Hie 

measures of agency cosanitment and an "external" reference 

group orientation which have been used in this study and in 

others also bear closer examination in further research. 

Finally, the results of this research suggest some lines 

of further theoretical analysis of the accommodation of pro-

fessional and bureaucratic organizational patterns. One gen-

eral factor which appeared to affect the differences in re-

sponse patterns among the agencies in this study is the struc-

turing of communication among workers and supervisors. The 

types, forms, patterns, and content of communication need to 

be studied directly as they relate to the collegiate type of 

professional control structure and the hierarchical type of 

bureaucratic control structure. The effects of varying com-

munication patterns upon the socialization of professional 

norms and upon the employees* views of the organization appear 

to b® fruitful directions for future study. 

Another area of analysis suggested by this research is 

the investigation of the professional (or semi-professional) 

employees* perceptions of opportunities for advancement with-

in their profession. The association of variations in such 
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perceptions with levels of professional training, with, inter-

agency communication patterns, and with contacts with profes-

sional parson® in other agencies are possible avenues of spe-

cific study. 

Finally, conceptions of the supervisor's role appear to 

be complexly related to the professional and bureaucratic 

characteristics of the, employing organization. A more complete 

investigation of divers© types of supervisory role activities 

as they ar© approved or disapproved by social workers in var-

ious types of agencies is suggested for clarification of the 

relationships of the role conceptions to agency characteris-

tics. 

Study in these direction®, as well as in other areas sug-

gested by other modes of professional-bureaucratic accommoda-

tion, should lead to the further understanding of ©merging 

forms of "the structuring of occupational behavior in formal 

organization®. 



APPENDIX A 

LETTER OP INTRODUCTION 

TO« All AFDC /or Child Welfare/ W©rkera 
*«m msmr 

FROM: {AFDC Assistant Regional Director or Child Welfare 

Regional Director/ 

Miss Janet Wedel, who 1® working toward the Master of Art® 

degree ifi Sociology at Worth Texas State University, will be 

In the office May » , and to obtain our help for her 

thesis research project. She 1® requesting that all AFIXJ /or 

Child Welfare/ workers will agree to complete an anonymous 

questionnaire to help with her research. She will be located 

on the floor in at the following times: 

Tuesday, May ^ - 8:00 to 12:00 
Wednesday, May - S:00 to $t00 

Thursday, Kay - 8:00 to 5:00 

Pleaae indicate beside your name on the list below the day 

and time that it would be most convenient for you to see her 

and complete the questionnaire. If possible, no more than 

one person from each unit should arrange to complete the ques-

tionnaire in any one hour. It will require approximately fif-

teen to twenty minutes of your time. Please notify Miss Wedel 

at Extension if you will be unable to keep the appointment. 

(Signature) 
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APPENDIX B 

SCALDGRAMS 

The pictorial representation® of the three scales which 

were designed to measure agreement with professional norma ? 

conceptions of the supervisor's role, and conceptions of agen-

cy effectiveness are presented on the following three pages. 

The questionnaire items included in the scales are given in 

the top margins of the figures, along with the category com-

binations utilized for the sealograra. model. Categories desig-

nated as H5W are those most favorable to the subject of the 

scalej categories n2n are least favorablej and categories "1M 

are Hno opinion" response® • The questionnaire iteias and an-

swer categories are reproduced in full in the tables following 

in Appendix, C. 

The coefficients of reproducibility for the three scales 

are ,90, ,89# and ,92, respectively. The second scale, com-

posed of items representing various aspects of the supervisor's 

role, was found to be unacceptable, because of the large num-

ber of similar non-soale types which were found in the scale. 

Further discussion of th® three scale© is found in the text, 

pp. 48-^2. 
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Respondent Respondent 
Rank Numbers 

Questionnaire Items 
and Categories 
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43 
kk 
45 
i+6 

90 
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Z£ 
12 
09 
05 
16 
61 
23 
40 
06 
10 
46 

l\ 
59 
19 $ 
8 
99 
91 
52 

38 31 
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65 
44 1° 50 
07 
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66 
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89 
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77 
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as 
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33 
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32 
21 
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X X X 
X X X 
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X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

X X X X 
x x x x 
x x x x 
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Fig. l-~Scalogra» for 
the items measuring agree-
ment with professional 
norms. 

*ResDondents numbered 01-1Q «f« furum t-vm 
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Respondent Respondent 
Rank Number 

Questionnaire Items 
end Categories 
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Fig, 2--Sc*lograa for 
the items measuring conceptions 
of the supervisor*s 
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Respondent Respondent Ques t ionna i r e Items 
Hank Number and Categor ies 

1
 P 

2 82 
3 80 
k 56 
5 05 
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7 70 
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9 1*9 
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agency effectiveness. 



APPENDIX C 

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS M AGENCY 

The following fifty-one tables are numbered according to 

the questionnaire items which they represent. For example* 

Table "Q-l" gives the respontes for questionnaire item 1. The 

table headings give the precise wording of the items as they 

appeared on the original questionnaire* 

TABLE Q-l 

AGE 

Agency Median Age 

AFDC (n=38) 27.0 

CW (n=ij2) 28.5 

QA# (tt«X9) . kS»0 

*"CVFW--Child Welfare! wQAtt—General Assistance 

TABLS Q-2 

S1X:''' 

Agency 

Sex 
AFDC cw ! QA 
(n*38) (n*42) (n«19) 

Male 7 7 1 

Female 31 31 18 
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TABL& q - 3 

PRJSSJSNT POSITION 

111 

Agency 
Position AFDO : 

(n®38) 
CW 

{n*%2) 
ai 

(£=19) 

Supervisor ? ? 3 

Caseworker 31 35 16 

TABLE Q-U 

"HOW LOIG HAVE YOU BEES EMPLOYED BY THIS AGENCY?" 

% in Each Agency 
time Employed APDC 

<n=38) 
CW 

(n*i|.2) 
OA 

(n*19) 

Less than six months 0 12 10 

Six months to on© year 2k 33 10 

One to two years k7 55 33 

Three to five years 16 0 10 

Six to ten year© 10 0 27 

More then ten years 3 0 10 
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TABLE Q-S 

"HAVE YOU EVER SEEN 4MPL0YMJ AS A SOCIAL WORKER BY ART 
AGBNCT 0 ® ® THAH APDC /5HILD WiKLFARiS, OR COUNTY WELFARE*^?" 

Previous Social Work 
Experience . AFDC 

(£-38) 
CM GA 

(n=19) 

Some 16 64 47 

S#ne 8l|. 36 53 

# in Saeh Agency 

*HCounty Welfare* Is the locally used name of the General 
Assistance Agency. 

tabu; q-6 

"DO YOU HAVE A COLL&QK DEGREE?" 

Bachelor'a Degree 
APDG cw GA 
(||=36) (n«42) (jf19) 

Yes 58 98 7k 

10 42 2 26 

% in Each Agency 
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TABL& Q-7 

"WHAT WAS TUBS UND£RORAJ>UATfc MAJOR IN COLjuWiiif" 

% In Each Agency 
Undergraduate Major APDC 

(G«38) 
CW 

(n=i*2) 
GA 

(n=19) 

Sociology, Psychology, 
c i s l Work 

or So-
32 6? k2 

Other 68 33 58 

TABLfe, Q-8 

"HAVE YOU DDIS AMY GRADUATE 
IF SO, TOWARD WHAT BKGRBJS AND 

STUDY? 
MAJOB?" 

Graduate Study 
and Major 

% in Each Aganey 
Graduate Study 

and Major APDC 
(n=38) 

Ctf 
(n=lj.2) 

QA 
( £*19 ) 

Ion© 79 h3 58 

Social 
Work 5 37 26 

Other 16 20 16 
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TABLg Q-9 

"SPECIFY ANY GRADUATE DEGRJSJi THAT YOU HOLD." 

Graduate Degree • 
APDC 
(n=38) 

cw 
(a*i*2) 

m 
(a*19) 

Moat 97 7k 79 

Social Work 3 19 16 

Other 0 7 5 

% la lach Ageacy. 

TABLE Q.-10 

"OF WHICH Of THIS POLLOtflW ORGANIZATION ARB YOU .. '« 
NOW A MEMBER / FORMERLY, SOT NOT MOW A MEMBER?" 

Membership la 
Professional 
Associations 

% ia Each Agency Membership la 
Professional 
Associations APDC 

(aas30) 
CM 

(a*l|.2) 
OA 

(a«19) 

Past and Present 
36 Two or more# 29 lk 36 

Oae 29 38 I 
m 

32 
Hoae kz 

38 I 
m 32<H»-

Preseat Alone 
Two or more 13 12 32 
Oae 29 2$, 26 
Hon© 58 62 : i|.2w# 

^Organisations listed were? national Association ©f So-
cial Workers, Texas Social Welfare Association, American Pub-
lic Welfare Association, aad "other profeasioaal or work-related 
orgaaiEations." Oae such "other" organization listed by sev-
eral respondents was the Community Roundtable oa Social, Health, 
and Welfare Problems. 

*»*Chi aq.»i|..63 (IS) (two-tailed test). "NSW indicates 
that the chi square value is aot significant at the .05 level. 

•sHHs-Chl sq.«^.^7 (IS) (two-tailed t e a t ) . 
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TABLE <4-11 

"IP YOU CONTINUE tfORKING, ̂OUl̂ ) YOU WISH TO REMAIN WITH 
THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE /2fe COUNTY 

WELFARE7 FOR THa REMAINDER OF YOUR ClRi^R?w 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories 
AFDC 
(n«=38) 

cw 
{|P%2) 

m 
(n-19) 

(a) "Yes, definitely*' 
(b) "Yes, probably" 
(c) "No, probably not" 
(d) "No, definitely not" 
{e) "No opinion 

18 
k2 
22 
13 
5 

12 

26 i 
5 
12 

32 
3f 36 
0 
Q«-

^Chi s<5.. =3• 5l (SS) (tw0"tnil6d tost)« Gill SC{,» was ooiu-

pttted by combining categories (c), (d), and (©} to form a 
3 x 3 table. 

TABLe. Qr 12 

11 IF YOU CONTINUE WORKING, vOULD YOU WISH TO REMAIN 
II AFDC /OR CHILD WELFARE?* FOR THi§ 

REMAINDER OP YOUR CARSER?" 

% in Each Agency 

Regponse Categories 
AFDC 
(n«30) 

CW 
{n«%2) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" 
(b) "Yea, probably" 
(c) "Ho, probably not" 
(d) "No, definitely n@t" 
(e) "No opinion" 

2k 
32 
26 
8 
10 

24 
55 
12 
0 
9*5» 

-^Employees of the General Assistance Agency (or "County 
Welfare") were not given this item. 

«"»>Chi sq.̂ S.?*? (NS) (two-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (c), (d), and (e) to form a 
3 x 2 table. 
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TABLE Q.-13 

"IP YOU COBTIIUE t-OPIWa, WOULD YDU WISH TO REMAIN IN 
SOCIAL WORK FOR THE REMAINDER OF YOUR CAREER?" 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories AFDC 
1 

ca 1 1 GA 
{n=38) (n*i|.2) (n=19) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" 60 78 Vt 
(b) "Yes, probably" 29 17 26 
(c) "No, probably not" 11 0 0 
(d) "Ho, definitely not" 0 0 0 
(0) "80 opinion" 0 5 0* 

#Cfal sq.=3.2i|. (MS) (two-tailed teet). Chi #q. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), Cc)* (d), and. (e) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE Q-llj. 

"WOULD YOU PREFER SOCIAL WORK TO ANY OTHER 
CAREER WHICH YOU MIGHT EMTER?" 

% in Each A&#ney 

Response Categories AFDC GW OA 
(£*38) (n»l|,2} (n=19) 

(at) "Yes, definitely" 6l 69 68 
(b) "Yea, with few exceptions" 29 31 32 
(c) "Ho, X would prefer many >• 

other careers to social 
work" 10 0 0 

(d) "No, I definitely do not 
wish to make social work 
my career" 0 0 0 

(e) "No opinion" 0 
i 

0 0-;:-

if Chi sq.=.72 (MS) (two-tailed test). Chi square was com-
pute <i by combining categories (b), (c), (d), and (e) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 
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TABLE Q-l5 

"DO YOU EXPECT TO DO GRADUATE WORK AT A 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK?0 

% In Each Agency 

Response Categories 
AFDC 
{*1=39) 

CV 
(n«l|.2) 

OA 
(»*19) 

(a) ^©s, definitely" op "Al-
ready he>ld MSW* 

(b) "Yes, probablyw 

(c) "Io» probably not" 
(d) "Mo, definitely not" 
(e) "Mo opinion" 

IB 
3k 
32 
13 
3 

65 
2k 

1 
5 
2 

i+2 
16 
32 

2 
5# 

#Chi »q**20,$8# £<.001 (two-tailed test). Chi »q. was 
computed by combining categories (c}» {d)» and (e) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 

TABLE Q-16 

"WOULD YOU DO GRADUATE WORK AT A SCHOOL OP SOCIAL WORK IF 
YOU OBTAIKSD A GOOD SCHOLARSHIP PROM THE SCHOOL?* 

Response Categories 

% in Each Agency 

AFDC 
(n=38) 

cw OA 
Im«19) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" or 
ready hold 

(b) "Yes, probably" 
(c) "No, probably not" 
(d) MHo, definitely not" 
(e) "No opinion" 

"Al-
39 
32 
16 
10 
3 

65 
29 
2 
2 
2 

37 
kz 
5 
5 

11# 

«Chi sq.<=9.32 (IS) (two-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (c)» (d), and (e) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 
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TABLE Q-17 

"IP THE SALARIES WERE THIS SAMS, WOULD YOU RATHER WORK IN 
A PRIVATE AGENCY THAN IN A PUBLIC AGENCY?" 

% In Each Agency 

Response Categories AFDC cw GA 
(n*38) {n=ii2) (n<L9) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" $ 7 5 
(b) "Yea, probably" 21 10 5 
{c) "No, probably not" 37 $0 
(d) "No, definitely not" 13 34 26 
(a) "No opinion" 2k 19 24# 

*Chi aq.=U.58 (NS) {two-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by computed by combining categories {a) and (b) to form 
a Ij. x 3 table 

TABLE Q-l8 

"WOULD YOU RATHER WORK IN CHILD WELFARE /J$R AFDC7 THAN 
IN AFDC £5R CHILD WELFARE/ Y" 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories • - AFDC ; CW 
(n»38) (n=^2) 

{a) "Yes, definitely" 3 2 
(b) nY® a, probably" 18 0 
{e) "No, probably not" 5o 14 
{d) "No, definitely not" 21 i 82 
(a) "No opinion" 8 : 

2* 

%*Ghl sq.»28.96, £ < #001 {two-tailed teat). Ghi aq. was 
computed by combining categories (a)* (b), and (e) to form a 
3 x 2 table. 
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TABLE Q-19 

"WOULD YOU LJEM to m a CASKWOM surjatviaoH?" 

% In Bach Agenay 

Response Categories APDC C¥ OA 
(w*38) {11*14.2} {nfl9) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" and "Al-
ready bold this posi-
tion" 3k \ 36 26 

(b) "Yea, probably" 21 31 32 
(o) "No, probably not" 19 ! 21 21 
(d) "So, definitely not" 21 s 5 
{©) "No opinion" $ 1 16# 

«-CM sq.*1.9l|. CBS) (two-tailed test), C M »<j. was com-
puted by combining eategorie® (c), (d), and (•) t® form a 
3 x 3 table. 

TAIILUI ̂ ;-20 

"HOW KSSB8TIAL IS FODR YEARS (OH WE EQUIVALENT) OF 
UHDERGBADUATI* COLLEGE TRAINING TO TIE ADEQUATE 
PERFORMANCE OP THE SOCIAL CASEWORKER'S JOB?" 

% in K&csh Agency 
Response Categories 

AFDC cw GA 
(n*38) (n<L9) 

(a) "Absolutely essential" 2k 8l 79 
(b) "Very helpful, but not 

58 essential" 58 12 21 
(c) "Somewhat helpful, but 

: 18 not at all essential" : 18 ? 0 
(d) "Not at all helpful" 0 0 0 
(e) "No opinion" 0 0 0-* 

#Chl sq.«3O,90» £<.001 (two-tailed test). C M sq. was 
computed by ©ombinlng categories (b), (©}, (d), and (©} to 
for* a 2 x. 3 table. 
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TABLE Q-21 

"HOW ESSENTIAL IS GRADUATE SOCIAL WORK TRAINING TO THE 
ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE OP THE SOCIAL CASEWORKER4 S JOB?" 

Response Categories 
AFDC cw GA 
(n=38) (n«i|2) (n«19) 

(a) "Absolutely essential" $ 11 21 
(b) "Very helpful, but not 

11 

essential" 69 $2 68 
(c) "Somewhat helpful, but 

not at all essential" 18 5 11 
(d) "lot at all helpful" 3 0 0 
{e) "No opinion" $ 2 0-K 

% in Each Agency 

-Chi sq.«l6.88, £<.01 {two-tailed test}. Chi sq. was 
computed by combining categories {c), (d)» and (•) to form 
a 3 x 3 table. 

TABLE Q.-22 

"HOW EbSEKTIAL IS FOUR YMfiS (OR THE BQUI¥ALS!T) OF 
UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE TRAINING TO THE ADEQUATE 
PisRFORMANCE OF THE SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR« S JOB?" 

% in E&eh Agency 
Response Categories 

AFDC cw GA 
(n=38) (n̂ l+S) {n-19) 

(a) "Absolutely essential" 50 89 8U 
(b) "Very helpful, but not 

8U 

essential" 32 5 11 
(c) "Somewhat helpful, but 

not at all essential" 13 2 $ 
(d) "!*ot at all helpful" 0 2 0 
(e) "No opinion" $ 2 04!-

•frChi sq.»l6.l6, £<• .001 (two-tailed test). Chi sq. was 
computed by combining categories (b), {©)» (d)» and (e) to 
form a £ x 3 table. 
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TABLE Q-23 

nHOW ESSENTIAL IS GRADUATE SOCIAL WORK THAI SI MO TO TRii 
'ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE OP THE SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR'S JOB?" 

Response Categories 
•% in Each Agency 

AFDC 
(ns38) 

CM 
(n=l4_2) 

aA 
(n=19) 

r i . . . r . t t nT^ t-.. r«*p...T-T— -

26 83 63 

58 10 2? 

13 $ 5 
0 0 0 
3 2 

(a) 

(b) 

(o) 

<d> 
(o> 

"Absolutely essential" 
"Very 'helpful, but not 
essential" 

"Somewhat helpful, but 
not at all essential" 

"Mot at til helpful" 
lrjv'v? opinion" 

«Ohi sq.=26.85, £<.001 (two-tailed test). C M sq. was 
computed by combining categories (b), (e), (d), and (e) to 
form a 2 x 3 table. 

TA '-?L£ '4""2iv 

"WHAT w m r YwU 3US(«ST AG THti MOST PRACTICAL 
KIIIMIK EDUCATIONAL REQUIHEMEHT Wft ' 
HIRING* CASEWORKERS IS YOUR AGENCY?" 

% in Bach Agency 
Response Categories AFDC | GW GA 

(n«38) {n=î 2) (n®19) 

(a) faster of Social Work 0 2 0 
(b) bachelor's degrew, with a 

major In psychology or 
16 58 sociology 16 58 32 

(c) Bachelor's degree, regard-
less of major 38 53 

(d) Two years undergraduate 
college education 26 0 1$ 

(e) No formal minimum educa-
tion requirement 0 2 o# 

*Chi sq.=20.2i4., £<.001 (two-tailed test). Chi sq. was 
computed fcv combining categories (a) and (b) and categories 
(d) arid (a) to form a 3 x 3 table. 
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"WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST AS THE MOST PRACTICAL 
MIHIHim EDUCATIOKAL REQUIREMENT FOR 

HIRING CASEWORK SUPERVISORS IN YOUR AGENCY?" 
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% In Inch Agency 

Response Categories APDC 
(o*38) 

cw 
(n*l|2) 

GA 
(»®19) 

(a) Master of Social Work 
(b) 'Bachelor's degree, with a 

major in psychology or 
sociology 

(c) Bachelor's degree, regard-
lea® of major 

(d) Two years undergraduate 
college education 

(&) No formal minimum educa-
tion requirement 

21 

37 

36 

3 

3 

90 

6 

2 

0 

2 

68 

21 

11 

0 

0* 

ttChi sq.*i|l.V?» £<.001 (two-tailed test). Chi «q. was 
computed by combining categories (c), (d), and (e) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 

TABLE Q-26 

"EVERYUNE COULD BENEFIT FROM THE SERVICES 
OP A SOCIAL WORKER." 

Response Categories 
t .in Agency 

Response Categories APDC 
(wa38) 

CW ! 

( ^ 2 ) 
GA 

(n=195 

(a) "Strongly agree" 
(b) wAgree¥ 
(c) "Disagree" 
(d) "Strongly disagree" 
(e) wMo opinion" 

8 
34 
53 
5 
0 

2 
22 
67 
7 
2 

16 
42 
26 
5 
n«-

•iKJhi nq*a7mOQ {18} (two-tailed test), CM sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (a) and (b) and categories (c), 
(d), and (©) to form a 2 * 3 table. 
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TABLE Q-27 

"A jJkRGfc MUMBi&t OF PAOPLi, WHO ARK Ih Jiĉ D OF 
SOCIAL WORK SERVICES ARE NOT RECEIVING THEM.H 

Response Categories 

% in 1 aeh Agency 

Response Categories 
APDC 
{21*38) 

CW CIA 
(n*19) 

(a) "Strongly agree" 
(b) "Agree" 
(o) "Disagree1" 
|d) "Strongly disagree" 
(e) "No opinion" 

55 
kS 
0 
0 
0 

S3 
k3 
2 
0 
2 

63 
37 
0 
0 
0# 

•JKJhi sq.».6g (1©) (two-tailed teat). Chi «q. waa com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c), (d), and (•) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE '4-28 

"SOCIAL WORK SERVICES SHOULD Ed JSXPANDJ5D (OK EITHER A 
PUBLIC, PRIVATE, OR FEil-FOR-SERVICE BASIS ) TO A 

LARGER PROPORTION OP THE U. S. POPULATION." 

% in Bach Agency 

Response Categories APDC 
(n»38) 

cw 
{n«%2) 

aA 
<£«19) 

(a) "Strongly agree" 
(b) "Agree" 
{c) "Disagree" 
(d) "Strongly disagree" 
(e) "No opinion" 

So 
3k 
11 
0 
5 

57 
k3 
0 
0 
0 

68 
32 
0 
0 
o«-

#Chi @q.s=l.?6 {MS} (two-tailed test). Chi aq. waa com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c), (d), and (e) to form 
a 2 x 3 table 
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TABLE <4-29 

"A LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO ARB MOT Iff IK£D OP 
SOCIAL WORK SERVICES ARB NOW RBCfffllG THEM." 

Response Categories 

f in Eao* Agency 

Response Categories AFDC 
(»*38) 

cw 
(g*4}2) 

OA 
(w*19) 

I2i " » l y 

{c) "Disagree" 
{d) "Strongly disagree" 
{©) "No opinion" 

8 
21 
53 
10 
8 

0 
10 
81 
7 
2 

5 
26 
k& 
16 

•8-Ghi sq.=7.77> J>< «05 {two-tailed test). Chi sq« was com-
puted by combining categories (a), (b), and (e) and categories 
(c) and (d) to form a Z x 3 table. 

TABLE Q-30 

"ALL APPG /OR CHILD WjSLFARB OR COUNTY WjbiLPARg7 CLIENTS 
ARE IK NEED OF SOCIAL WORK SERVICES," 

% in Each Agency 
Response Categories AFDC 

(n®3®) 
m 

(n*42) 
GA 

(n*19) 

(a) "Strongly agree" 
(b) "Agree* 
Co) "Disagree" 
(&) "Strongly disagree" 
(e) MIo opinio®" 

26 
24 
1+0 
10 
0 

19 
52 
29 
0 
0 

37 
37 
21 
0 
5*-

•>'fChi sq.=9.13 (NS) {two-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories {c)» (d)t and (e) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 
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TABLE q - 3 1 

" I N YOUR OPINIOW, 1)0 .SJOIAL '• i3HK METHODS Si®V£ 
TO IMPROVE C L I i v \ T S f (ADULTS ASD CHILDREN) 

PERSONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING?* 

Response Categories 
APDC cw CIA 
(n=38) (n=l4.2) (£=19) 

(a) "Yes, in most or all 
cases" 10 21 kl 

(b) "Yes, In some cases" 71 77 53 
{c) "No, only in rare cases" 16 2 0 
{d) "Ho, not ait all" 0 0 0 
(e) "Ho opinion" 3 0 On 

% in Each Agency 

>Chi 3q.ss9l.97> £ < .01 {two-tailed test)* Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (o), (d), and (e) to for® a 
2 x 3 table. 

TABLE Q-32 

"IS YOUR O P I N I O N , DO 3001AL WORK METHODS SfiRVJS TO IMPROVE 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS I f t CLIENTS' PAMILIKS?W 

Response Categories APDC cw GA 
(n«38) <n«19) 

(a) "Yes, In most or all 
cases" 8 2k k2 

{b) !,Ys3I In som© oases" 71 76 58 
(c) "Hd, only In rare cases" 15 0 0 
(d) "Ho, not at all" 3 0 0 
(a) "io opinion" 3 0 0* 

In Each Agency 

-*Chi sq.s^>.l6, £<: .05 {two-tailed test). Chi sq* was com-
puted by combining categories (to), (c), (d), and (e) to form a 
2 x 3 table. 
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TABLE *-33 

"IN YOUR OPINION, DO SOCIAL WORK METHODS ziSRYh 
TO PREVENT PSYCHOLOGICAL "BREAKDOWN" OF 

CLIENTS (ADULTS A&D CHILDREN)?" 

% in lach Agency 

Response Categories AFLC ew OA 
(n~33) (n«i|2) (n*19) 

(a) "Yes, iii moat or all 
cases" 8 10 11 

(b) :v«s, in soma cases" 63 , 76 n 
(c) only in rare cases" 21 Ik !> 
(d) "Bo, not at all" ; 3 0 5 
(e) "No opinion" 5 0 £•55-

tf-Chi sq.*2.9i| { N3) (two-tailed teat). 
puted by combining categories (a) and (b) 
{&), and (a) to form a 2 x 3 table. 

C M sq. waa eost-
and categories (c), 

TABIiu 3k 

"IW YOUR OPINIO#, ,DO SOCIAL WOUK MiiESODS $*RW TO PREVENT 
FURTHER DISORGANIZATION IN CLIENTS1 FAMILIES?" 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories : AFDC cw OA 
(n=38) (n=k2) (n=19) 

(a) *Yes, in most or all 
oases" 16 12 16 

(b) H5fes, in some cases" 60 86 69 
(c) "No, only in rare casss" 21 0 5 
(d) "No, not at all" : 3 2 5 
(©) "No opinion" 0 0 £>i<-

«Chi sq.-9.08 (SB) (two-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (c), {d), and (a) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 
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TABLE Q,-35 

"IN YOUR OPINION, 00 SOCIAL WORK SERVICES SKRVK TO HfiLP 
CLIENTS (ADULTS) DEAL WITH THEIR PROBLEMS THEMSELVES?" 

Response Categories AFDC cw OA 
(n«39) (n*^2) (n-19) 

(a) "Yes, la most or all 
cases" 16 17 26 

(b) "Yes, in some oases" 68 81 69 
(e) "No, only in rare cases" 16 2 5 
(d) "No, not at all" 0 0 o 
(«) "No opinion" 0 0 o» 

% in Each, Ageney 

*»Chi sq.s=1.06 {MS) (two-tailed test). Obi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c)» (d), and (©) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE <4-36 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR SHOULD 
HELP DETERMINE AGENCY POLICY?" 

% In Each Agency 

Response Categories APDC Ctf GA 
(sr38> (n=U2) (n-19) 

(a) "Yes, often" $Q 69 7k 
(b) "Yes, occasionally" 3k 26 26 
(c) "No, only in special, 

16 rar© instances" 16 ! 5 0 
(d) "No, not at all" 0 0 ! 0 
(e) "Ho opinion" 0 0 0-

•*Chi sq.s=lj,.32 (IS) (two-tailed test). C M sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (o), (d)» and (©) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 
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TABLE Q,-3? 

"DO YOU THINK XHAT INFORMATION CGNCisiRNIKO CHANGK3 
II AGENCY POLICY SHOULD ALWAYS B1 PROVIDES 

TO CASKtfOHKfiBS BY THEIR SUPisBVISORS?" 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories AFDC 0W OA 
(n«38) {n*l̂ H) (n«*19) 

(a) "Yes, often" 7k 76 100 
(b) "Yes, occasionally" 20 22 0 
(c) "No, only in special. 

rare instances" 3 2 0 
(d) "No, not at all" 3 0 ! 0 
( e ) "No opinion" 0 0 0® 

*Chi sq.*6.03, j>< .05 (two-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c)» (d), and ( e ) to form a 
2 x 3 table. 

TABLE q-38 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR NEEDS TO CONDUCT REGULAR 
TRAINING SESSIONS WITH KIS OR HER CASEWORKERS?" 

Response Categories ATO cv OA 
(w»3&) (n»U2) (n*19) 

(a) "Yes, often" 3& 89 
(b) "Yes, occasionally" 37 $k 11 
(c) "No, only in special, 

rare instances" 13 § 0 
(d) "No, not at all" 3 $ 0 
(e) "No opinion" 0 0 0« 

% in £ach Agency 

#Chi aq.«lf>.37» £<.001 < two-tailed test). Chi sq. was 
computed by combining categories (b), (e), (d), (e) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 
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TABLE ii-39 

WD0 YOU THINK THERE TS A IKED FOR A SUPERVISOR 
TO KEEP RECORDS OP EACH *ORKER»S PERFORMANCE?" 

Response Categories 
AFDC ow OA 
(n=38) • (n—1^2) {n*19) 

{«} "Yes, detailed records of 
workers' performance 
need to be kept by a 
supervisor" 53 kl 

(b) "Yes, a few such records 
kl 

need to be kept by a 
supervisor" k7 5o 1*8 

(e) ?,Mo» such records need not 
1*8 

be kept by a supervisor" 0 5 5 
(d) "No opinion" 0 0 0# 

% in Each Ag«»cy 

*Chi sq.».45 (NS) {two-tailed test). Chi aq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c), and (d) to form a 
2 x 3 table. 

TABLE qrkO 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR HEEDS TO .WISE WORKERS 
II PROVIDING CASEWORK SERVICES TO CLIENTS?" 

% in Each Agency 
Response Categories AFDC CW CM 

(n=33) {n«if.2} (n=*19) 

{a) "Yes, often" 32 33 7k 
(b) "Yes, occasionally" 50 6? 26 
(c) "No, only in special, 

rart Instances"1 18 0 0 
(d> "No, not at all" 0 0 0 
{©) "Bo opinion" 0 0 0® 

»v#&4.ju *-» H * • ~»H- % Mm * v u a x A C U # v i i X w a s 

computed by combining categories (b), (c), (d), and (•) to 
form a £ x 3 table. 
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TABLE Qrk 1 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR His.Jt.DS TO AID TEE CASEWORKER 
IK MAKING SPECIFIC DECISIONS IN INDIVIDUAL CASKS?" 

in Each Agency 
Response Categories AFDC CW : OA 

(XI=38) (n»i|.2) (n*l9) 

(a) "Yea, often" 8 19 k2 
(b) "Yes, occasionally" 60 71 $& 
(c) Hlo» only iu. special, 

rare instances" 32 10 0 
(d) "No, not at all" 0 0 0 
(e) "No opinion1* 0 0 Q-:> 

«-Chi sq.=18.06, £<,01 (two-tailed test). Chi sq. was 
computed by combining categories'• (e)# (d), and (e) to form 
a 3 x 3 table. 

TABLE Q-i).2 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR SHOULD REVIEW A SPECIFIED 
' NUMBiiR OP EACH CASEWORKER*S CASES EVERY MONTH?" 

Response Categories 
$» in Each Agency 

Response Categories AFDC 
(n*38) 

cw 
Cn*i|2) 

OA 
(n«19) 

(a) '•'Yes, a supervisor should 
review all of a worker'a 
cases every month" 3 15 

(b) "Yes, a supervisor should 
15 

review a selection of a 
worker's cases every 
month" 89 76 Ik 

(c) "No, a supervisor should 
Ik 

not review a worker's 
oases, except in special, 
rare Instances" ' ' 5 17 : 11 

(d) "No, a supervisor should 
17 : 

never review a worker's 
casesR 0 0 0 

(e) "No opinion. , 3 , .M 0*r 
<*Chl equal?© Is not appropriate in this instance, a® all 

combinations of categories will yield expected frequencies of 
less than 5 for more than 20 per cent of the cells. 
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TABLE 0.-1̂ 3 

"DO TOO THINK A SOPJsRVIS-OR SHOULD DO FIELD WORK?" 

% in Bach Agency 

Besponse Categories AFDC CW "• OA 
(n=38) (n«ij2) (n»19 ) 

(a) "Yes, often" 0 2 0 
(b) "Ye#, occasionally" 29 53 kl 
{c) "No, only in special, 66 US k3 

rare instances'* 
(d) "No, not at all" $ 0 5 
(@) "No opinion 0 0 5» 

•»Chi sq.=*5,56 (NS) (two-tailed test). C M sq. was com-
puted by combining categories {a) and (b) end categories (c), 
(d), and (e) to form a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE 4 - k k 

"DO YOU THINK THAT YOUR AGENCY'S POLICIES S&RVE TO 
DISRUPT FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS IN CLIENTS' FAMILIES?" 

: % in £ach Agency 

Response Categories kWQ CW ; GA 
(n^S) (rH+2) (n=19) 

(a) "Yea, in oost or all cases" 10 0 0 
(b) "Yes, in some cases" kS ; 21 £1 
(c) "Ho, only in rare cases" k$ $3 53 
(d) "Mo, not at all" 0 21 26 
(e) "No opinion" 0 5 0# 

••-Chi sq.=9.67* jac.Ol {two-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (a), Cb), end (®) and categories 
(c) and Cd) to form • 2 x 3 table. 
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TABLE *-45 

"L'Q YOU THINK THAT YOUR AGfi"MGY*S POLICIES SiiRViS TO KlihiP 
CHILDR&N IN SCHOOL WHO WOULD HOT OTHERWISE m IN SCHOOL?" 

Response Categories 
% In Sach Agency 

AFDC 
(bf 38) 

GW 
C 3Qa=ij.2 ) 

GA 
(n=19) 

(*> 
Cb) 
(c) 
(d) 
( # ) 

"Yes, 
"Yes, 

in most 
in some 

"No, only in rare 
"No, not at all" 
"Ho opinion" 

or all eases 
cases n 

cases' 

24 
63 
13 
0 
0 

Ik 
7 0 
12 
2 
2 

26 
69 
0 
0 
5-> 

-'Chi sq.«2.72 (IS) (two»tall«d test), Chi sq. w&a com-
puted by combining categories (e), (d), and (a) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 

TABL2 Q-46 

"DO YOU THINK THAT YOUR AGENCY•S POLICIES SERVE TO 
IMPROVE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING- OF CLIENTS?" 

% In isiach Agency 
Response Categories 

AFDC 
(n=38) 

cv 
; (n=42) 

GA 
(rpl9) 

Ca) "Yes, in most or all cas«a'1 

(b) "Y®s, in some eases" 
(c) "No, only In rare cases" 
(&) "No, not at all" 
te) "ffo opinion" 

10 
55 
32 
3 
0 

17 
69 
12 
0 
2 

32 
52 
16 
0 
0# 

»Chi sq.s6.lj> {MS) (two-tailed test). C M sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (c), (d), and (e) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 
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TABLE & U 3 

"DO YOU THINK THAT YOUR AGiSMCY'S POLICILi;, IN OiiNLRAL, 
ALLOW THE. CASEWORKER TO PROVIDE CLIENTS WITH THE 

SOCIAL SiSKVICES THEY KEJSD?" 

Response Categories 

% in fc'aeh Ageney 

Response Categories 
APDG 
(n-38) 

cw 
(n=i|,2) 

GA 
(n«19) 

(a) "Yea, in most or all cases' 
(b) ''Yes, in some cases" 
(c) "No, only in rare cases" 
(d) "No, not et all" 
(e) "No opinion" 

! 21 
37 
314-
8 
0 

38 : 
53 : 
7 
0 
2 

14-2 
Ĵ 2 
16 
0 
0« 

a-Chi sq.=3.68 (NS) (two-tailed test). C M sq. was com-
puted by combining categories {b), (c), {d), and (e) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE a-lf3 

"DO YOU THIAR THAI' YOUR AGLNCY'S POLICIES SZRV& 
fO PREVENT FAMILY DISORGANIZATION?" 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories 
AFDC CW QA 
(n«3u) (n*4j.2} (n=19) 

(a) "Yes, in most or all cases' 5 31 63 
(b) "Yes, in some cases" 53 65 32 
(c) "No, only in rare eases" 39 2 0 
(d) "No, not at all" 3 0 0 
(e) "No opinion" 0 £ 

••Chi sq.=35«i4-3» £<.001 (two-tailed test)-. Chi sq. was 
computed ty combining categories (c), (d), and (e) to form 
a 3 x 3 table. 
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TABLE Q-l|9 

"DO YOU THINK 'THAT YOUR AGENCY1S SERVICES ARE TOO 
LIMITED TO MSET CLIENTS' NEEDS?" 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories AF3DC GW GA 
(n®38) (n=%2) (n«19) 

(a) "Yes, in most or all cases" jh 10 37 
(b) "Yes, in some cases" 3Y i+7 kl 
(c) "So, only in rare cases" 21 31 16 
(d) "Ko, not at all" 5 10 0 
(©) "No ©pinion" 3 2 Ov 

•aChi »q.=9.30 (SB) (two-tailed test). C M sq. was com* 
puted by combining categories (a) and (©) and categories (c) 
and (d) to form a 3 x 3 table. 

TABLb H-$0 

"IN GENERAL, HOW WELL DO YOU THINK TEE STATE DEPARTMENT 
OF PUBLIC WELFARE £0U COUNT* nFELFARfiJ IS RUN?" 

% in Each. Agency 

Response Categories AFDC cw OA 
(n="38) (n=l4.2) (£=19) 

(a) "Very well" 15 2k lj.2 
{b) "Fairly well" • 58 1 59 , 53 
(c) "Not very well" 21 7 5 
(d) "Not well at all" 3 1 5 0 
(e) "So opinion" 3 5 0* 

•*Chl sq.=6.91 (NS) (two-tailed, test). Chi »q. was com-
puted by combining categories (c}, (d), and (e) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 
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"DO YOU THINK THAT YOUR BELLOW WORKERS WILL AUKBE 
WITH YOUR RESPONSES TO' THE ABOVE QUESTIONS 

CONCERNING YOUR AGENCY'S POLICIES?" 

135 

% in Each Agency 

Response Categories AFDC Gi« ' OA 
(n-38) (n=̂ .2) (n*=19) 

(a) "Yes, all of my fellow 
workers will agree" 5 5 0 

(b) ''Yes, MO at of ray fellow 
5 

workers will agree" 71 69 58 
(c) rNo, very few of my fellow 

58 

workers will agree" I S 11 0 
(d) "No, none of my fellow 

worker® will agree" 3 2 5 
(e) No opinion" 16 2k 26-

«Chi sq. was not computed because it would have required 
the combining of categories (c), (d), and (e). The ttno opin-
ion" responses, however, are considered to require separate 
treatment In this particular case. 



APPENDIX D 

BE8P0NSKS TO QU isS T X Q K MA I fi£ ITistfiS BY LEVfiL OF 
AGREEMENT? WITH PROFESSIONAL NORMS 

The following tables are numbered according to the ques-

tionnaire items which they represent, as were the tables in 

Appendix C. These tables, which list responses cross-classi-

fied bf scores on the agreement with professional norms scale, 

are numbered from "P-l" through ('p-5l« in order to distinguish 

them from those in Appendix C. 

TABLtu r!~l 

AGE 

Hank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

Age Group 
% in High % in Medium; % in Low 
Rank Hank Hank 
(n«35) (n_*31) (n«33) 

30 and over 77 26 33 

Under 30 23 | 7k 67# 

*Chl sq.-20.85, £<.0005 (one-tailed test) 

136 
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TABLE P - 2 

S H ( 

Sex 

Rank on Agreement w i t h 
Professional Jforrap Seal® 

Sex 
% in Sigh 

Rank 
( n = 3 5 ) 

$ in Medium 
Bank 

( n = 3 D 

% in Low 
Rank 

£fi»33) 

Male 14 | 16 IS 
Female 86 84 8$# 

••Chi sq. = .i|0 (NS) (one-tailed test) 

TABLE P-3 

PRESENT P03ITIQ8T 

Position 

lank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms 5©ale 

Position 
% in High, 

Rank 
( n = 3 5 ) 

$ in Medium 
Rank 

( n « 3 D 

% In Low 
Rank 

( n = 3 3 ) 

Supervisor 26 16 9 

Caseworker 74 34 ' 91» 

*-Chi sq.=3.33 (NS) { o n e - t a i l e d test), 
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TABLE ?-k 

"HOW LONG HAVE YOU SEEK EMPLOYED BY 'PHIS AGEMCY?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Moms Seal© 

Time Employed % in High' 
Rank 
(n=3S) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
{n=3l) 

% in Low 
Rank 
(n-33) 

Less than six months ; 6 10 3 
Six months to one year 17 19 27 
One to two years 3 61 kS 
Three to five years 37 10 12 
Six to ten year® 29 0 9 
More than ten years 8 0 y.r 

wChl sq.*39.38* £<.0005 (one-tailed test), Chi sq. was 
computed by combining the first two andi the last two cate-
gories to form 8 ^ x 3 table. 

TABLE P-5 

"HAVE YOU EVER BEEii EMPLOYED AS A SOCIAL WORKER BY Am 
AGENCY OTHER THAN APDC /&JILD WELFARE, 01 COUNTY WELFARE*/?" 

Previous Social Work 
Experience 

Rank c 
Pfofess 

m Agreement with 
jional Norms Scale Previous Social Work 

Experience 
% in High 
!Rank 
(n*35) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n=31) 

i m Low 
Rank 
(»®33) 

Some 

None 

51 

1*9 

k$ 

55 

30 

7Q-» 

Assistance Agency, 

iH»Ghi sqt-3*% (NS) (one-tailed test). 
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TABLE P-6 

nD0 YOU HAVE A COLLEGE DEGREE?" 

Bach©lor' s Degree 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Harms Scale 

Bach©lor' s Degree 
% in High 
Rank 
(rt-355 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n=31) 

% in Low 
Hank 
(£*33) 

Yes Ik 79 32 

Wo 26 <1 iS^ 

«CM 3q. = .i)6 (IS) (one-tailed test). 

TABLE P-7 

"WHAT WAS YOUR UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR II COLLEGE?B 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

Undergraduate Major % in High 
Blank 
(n«3i>) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n»31) 

% in Low 
Rank 
(n*33) 

Sociology, Psychology, or 
Social Work 51 52 ij.2 

Other k9 ^8 58© 

#Chi 8q.as.73 (NS) (one-tailed test). 
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TABLE P-8 

"HAVE YOU POM: ANY GRADUATE STUDY? 
IF SO, TOWARD WHAT DEGREE AND MAJOR?" 

Graduate Study 
and Major 

Bsnk on Agreement with 
Professional Moras Seal® Graduate Study 

and Major % in High 
Rank 
U=35) 

% in Medina 
Rank 
(JT31) 

% in Low 
Bank 
(n«33) 

None 51 55 73 

Social 'work ko 19 3 

Other 9 26 2k* 

•*Chi sq.=13.98, £<.0005 (one-ttlled test). Chi sq. was 
computed by combining the "None" and "Other" categories to 
form a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE f-9 

"SPECIFY AMY GRADUATE M.GRKL THAT YOU HOLD," 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Seale 

Graduate Degree % in High 
Hank 
(n-3S) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n*31) 

% in Low 
Bank 
(n«33) 

N one 80 78 9k 

Social Y.'ork 17 19 0 

Other 3 3 

#Chl aq. is not appropriate In this instance, as all com-
binations of categories will yield expected frequencies of 
leas than $ for more than 20 par cent of the eells. 
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TABLE P-10 

"OP WHICH OP THE FOLLOWING ORGA rtlZATIOSS* ARE YOU . 
NOW A MEMBER / FORMERLY, BUT NOT WOW A MEMBER?" 

Membership in 
Professional 
Associations 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Seal© Membership in 

Professional 
Associations 

% in High 
Rank 
(n=3S) 

f» in Medium 
Hank 
(n=31) 

%' in Low 
Rank 
(n=33> 

?ast and Present 
Two or more 43 10 18 
Jne 26 51 51 None 31 39 5d«* 

Present Alone 
Two or morfo . 29 10 9 
One 29 35 18 
Tioi le 42 55 73<HH> 

#»Chi sq.*15.63, £< .005 

4HM*Chi sq.ss9.65# £< .025 

for a listing of the organizations, 

(one-tailed test). 

(one-tailed test). 

TABLE P-ll 

"IP YOU CONTINUE WORKING, WOULD YOU WISH TO REMAIN WITH 
THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE /OR COUNTY 

WELFARE/ FOR THE RjSyAIHDER OF YOUR CARtoR?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Stale 

Response categories % In High 
Rank 
Cn=35> 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n=31) 

i in Low 
Rank 
<n~33) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" 
(b) "Yes, probably" 
(c) "No, probably not" 
(d) "No, definitely not" 
{©) "No opinion" 

1 34 
43 
14 
3 
6 

7 
45 
36 
6 
6 

12 
36 
31 
12 
9* 

Chi 
computed by combining categories (c), (d), and (®) 
3 * 3 table. 

aq. was 
to form a 
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TABLE P-12 

"IP TOO CONTINUE WORKING, WOULD YOU WISH fO REMAIN II AFDC 
/OE CHILD mLWAME? FOR THB REMAINDER OF YOUR CARESR?" 

Response Categories 

Rank 011 Agreement with 
Professional forms Seal# 

5 in High 
Rank 
(n=25)* 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n«26) 

% in Low 
Rank 
<n*29) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" 
(b) "Yes, probably" 
(c) "No, probably not" 
(d) "No, definitely not" 
(a) "No opinion* 

28 
8 
8 
'•6 

12 
62 
15 
o 
ii 

1I4. 
lj.1 
31 
3 
11## 

# fhe a in eaeh rank is reduced in this ease because this 
particular"*questionnaire item was -adadnlstared only to worker® 
in the AFDC and Child Welfare Agencies. . ^ ' 

4»'Chi sq.«llj..53, j>< .005 (one-tailed test). Chi- sq** was' 
computed by combining categories (c), (d), and {a) to form a • 
3 JE 3 table. 

TABLJE P-13 

"IP YOU CONTINUE WORKING, WOULD YOU WISH TO REMAIN IN 
SOCIAL WORK FOR THE REMAINDER OF YOUR CAR&BR?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

Response Categories % in High % In Medium^ 1 in Low 
Rank Rank Rank 
(n=35) (n*31) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" 91 ?1 M 
(b) "Yes, probably" 9 26 3^ 
(0) "No, probably not" 0 0 12 
(d) "No, definitely not" 0 0 0 
(e) "No opinion" 0 3 3# 

*KJhi sq.=15»12, £<.0005 {one-tailed teat). Chi sq. was 
computed by combining categories (b), (o), {d), and (e) to 
form a 2 * 3 table. 
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TABLE P-llj. 

"WOULD YOU PRKFJSR SOCIAL WORK TO All OTHER 
CAREER WHICH YOU MIGHT ENTER?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional I©rias Soale 

Response Categories % in High % in Mediant % in Low 
Hank Rank Rank 
(n=3S) (n*31) Cl®33) 

{a) "Yes, definitely" 80 $8 kS 
(b) "Yes, with few 

$8 kS 
exceptions" 20 k2 kS 

{©) "No, I would prefer 
k2 kS 

many other careers 
to aoeial work" 

„ 0 ' 0 10 
(d) "No, I definitely do 

10 

not wi«h to make so-
cial work say career" ;*:>oI 0 0 

(®5 "Ho opinion" .••."o' • : i 0 1 0# 
*Chi -sci.^.Sl, j5*c ,01 (®ne»tail$d teat}* Ohi sq, was' ooafc* 

puted by combining categories (b), (c)» (d), and (•)-'to form a 
2 * 3 table# 

TABLE F-lS 

"DO YOU EXPECT TO DO GRADUATE WORK AT A 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK? * 

• • lank on Agreement with 
Professional Moras Scale 

Response Categories % in High 
Rank 
(n»3S) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n*=31) 

% In Low 
Rank 

4a»33) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" or 
"Already hold KSW" 

(b) "Yea, probably" 
(o) "No, probably not" 
(d) "No, definitely not" 
(e) "No opinion" 

k$ 
20 
Ik 
llf 
3 

-̂9 i 
32 
16 
0 
3 

30 
27 

\ 
it. 

^Chi scj.^.Ql (MS) {on®-tailed test). Chi sq. was OOM-
puted by combining categories (c), (d), and (&} to form a 
3 ^ 3 table. 
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fABLE P-16 

"WOULD YOU DO GRADUATE WORK AT A SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK IF 
YOU OBTAINED A GOOD SCHOLARSHIP FROM THE SCHOOL?" 

Response Categories 

Bank < 
Profess 

>n Agreement with 
sional Norma Scale 

Response Categories % in High 
Rank 
(n=35) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
{n*3i) 

% in Low 
Rank 
(n«33) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" or 
"Already hold MSW" 

(b) "Yes, probably" 
(a) "No, probably not" 
(d) "Ho, definitely not" 
( e ) "Ho opinion" 

60 
Ik 
9 
11 
6 

52 

1 1 
0 
0 

37 
k2 
9 
6 
6# 

«Chi sq.=11.01, £<.025 (one-tailed test). Chi sq» was 
computed by combining categories (c), (d), and (e) to form a. 
3 x 3 table. 

TABLE P-17 

"IF THE SALARIES WERE THE SAME, WOULD IOU RATHER WORK IK 
A PRIVATE AGENCY THAK IN A PUBLIC AGENCY?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norma Sesle 

Response Categories % in High % in Medium % in Low 
Rank Rank . Rank 
(n=35) <S»31) (&=33) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" 9 6 3 
(b) "Yes, probably" 11 13 P (c) "No, probably not" 31 $2 52 
(d) "No, definitely not" 29 13 6 
(e) "No opinion" 20 16 2i}.# 

•*Chi sq.=8.2l|. (KS) Cone-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (a) and (b) to form 1 x 3 
table. 
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TABLE P-lG 

"WOULD YOU RATHER WORK IN CHILD WELFARE /OR AFDCj THAH 
IK APDC /OR CHILD WELFARE^*?" • 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

Response Categories % in High 
; Rank 

(n=25) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n«26) 

% in Low 
Rank 
<n*29) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" 
(b) "Yes, probably" 
(c) "No, probably not" 
(d) "No, definitely not" 
(e) "No opinion" 

; k 
12 
20 
k8 
16 

0 
0 

hf> 
54 
0 

3 
$ 

55 

•»fhis item was not administered to employees of the General 
Assistance Agency. 

->»Chl aq^ss.JO (NS) (one-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (a), (b) and (e) to form, a 2 x 3 
table, 

TABLE P-19 

"WOULD YOU LIKE TO BS A CASEWORK SUPERVISOR?M 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional H&rra® Seal# 

Response Categories % in High j» in Medium; '% in Low 
Rank Rank Rank 
(n«35) (£=31) (n=33) 

(a) "Yes, definitely" and 
"Already hold this 

hi 36 position" hi 36 21 • 
(b) "Yes, probably" 20 32 30 
(c) "No, probably not" 11 26 : 25 
(d) "Ho, definitely not" 11 3 18 
(e) "No opinion" 15 3 6# 

»Chl sq«lB%.66 (NS) (one-tailed test). C M sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (c), (d), and (©) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 



TABLE P-20 

"HOW ESSENTIAL IS FOUR YEARS {OH THE EQUIVALENT) OP 
UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE TRAINING TO THE ADEQUATE 
PERFORMANCE OP THE SOCIAL CASEWORKER'S JOB?" 

1^6 

SBM&iiiff 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Moms Scale 

Response Categories % in High 
Rank 
(n-35) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n-31) 

% in Low 
Rank 
(£*33) 

(a) "Absolutely essential" 60 65 52 
(b) "Very helpful, but not 

Jt}.0 essential" Jt}.0 29 2k 
(c) "Somewhat helpful, but 

2k 

not at all essential1* 0 6 2k 
(d) "Not at all helpful" 0 0 0 
(e) "No opinion" 0 0 0» 

#Chl sq.=i..XD \ jss; \ on©«-i#ax4.ea tesx;;. unx sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (e), (d), and (is) to form 
& O <*r 3 ffikl A a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE P-21 

"HOW ESSENTIAL IS GRADUATE SOCIAL WORK TRAINING TO THE 
ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE OF THE SOCIAL CASEWORKER'S JOB?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Seal© 

Response Categories % in High % In Medium % in Low 
Rank Rank Rank 
(n=35) (n=31) <n«33) 

(a) "Absolutely essential" 23 29 18 
(b) "Very helpful, but not 

58 essential" 65 61 58 
(c) "Somewhat helpful, but 

18 not at all essential0 6 10 18 
(d) "Not at all helpful" 0 0 3 
{•) "No opinion" 6 0 3® 

«Chl sq.as3»73 (MS) (one-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (c), (d), and {©) to form a 
3 x 3 table. 
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TABLE P-22 

"HOW ESSENTIAL IS POOR YEARS (OR THE EQUIVALENT) OF 
UHDERGRADUATE COLLEGE TRAINING TO THE ADEQUATE 
PERFORMANCE OP THE SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR'S JOB?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Profession®! Norms Seal© 

Response Categories % in High % In Medium % in Low Response Categories 
Rank Rank Rank 
(n*3£>) (n«31) (n«33) 

(a) "Absolutely essential" 71* 81 61$. 
(b) "Very helpful, but not 

18 essential" 17 13 18 
(c) "Somewhat helpful, but 

not at all essential" 3 6 12 
(d) "Not at all helpful" 0 0 3 
(e) "No opinion" 6 0 3* 

com-W f f r j f c . * . «S> ^ 9 •*!«.%• % 4«)»/ f % V* V/ * K* «£ « V W4,** 

puted by combining categories (to), (c), (d)» and (©) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE i!-23 

"HOW KSSislKTIAL IS GRADUATE SOCIAL WORK. TRAINING TO Til 
ADEQUATE PisJRFORMANCE 0? THE SOCIAL .iORK SUPERVISOR'S JOB?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional forms Seale 

Response Categories i in High 
Rank 
(n=35) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n=31) 

% in Low 
Rank 
(n=33) 

69 61 1+2 

22 29 k2 

3 10 13 
0 0 0 
6 0 3* 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) ( • ) 

"Absolutely essential" 
"Very helpful, but not 
essential" 

"Somewhat helpful, but 
not at all essential" 

"Not at all helpful* 
"No opinion" 

*Chl sq.~5.01, £ < .Ojj> (one-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b)» (c), (d), and (e) to form a 
2 x 3 table. 
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TABLE P-21}. 

"WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST AS THE MOST. PRACTICAL MINIMUM EDUCA-
TIONAL REQU1REMEHT FOR HIRING CASEWORKERS IS YOUR AGENCY?" 

Response Categories 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(&) 

(e) 

Master of Social Work 
Bachelor's degree, with 
a major in psychology 
or sociology 

Bachelor's degree. re-
gardless of major 
Two years undergraduate 
college education 
No formal minimum edu-
cation requirement 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

> in High 
Rank 
{n=35) 

37 

52 

11 

0 

in Medium 
Rank 
(n«=31) 

36 

h$ 

13 

3 

» in Low 
Rank 
(n=33) 

36 

15 

o® 

Chi sq. was com-«Chi sq.*,,!^ (NS) (one-tailed'test] 
puted by combining categories (a) and (b) and categories (d) 
and («) fco form a 3 x 3 table. 

TABLE P-25 

"WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST AS THE HOST PRACTICAL MINIMUM 
EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR HIRING TASKWORK 

SUPERVISORS II YOUR AGENCY?" 

Response Categories 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 
in High 
Rank 
Cn®35) 

in Medium 
Rank 
(n«3X) 

In Low 
Rank 
(n-33) 

(a) fcaster of Social Work 
(b) jjaohelor' s degree , with 

a majar in psychology 
or aoclology 

(c) Bachelor's degree, re-
gardless of major 

(d) Two years undergraduate 
college education 

(a) No formal minimum edu-
cation requirement 

66 

17 

14 

0 

3 

65 

16 

lfe 

0 

3 

itd 

26 

21 

3 

Q*-
•̂Ctiii sq.=2.70 (H8) (one-tailed teat). Chi sq# was com-

puted by combining categories (c), (d), and (e) to form a 
x ^ table. 
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(Questionnaire items 26-35 make up the seal® measuring 

agreement with professional norms. Therefore, these items 

are not included in this group of tables, which are cross* 

classified by this same scale. See Appendix C, pp. 122-12? 

for listing of the responses to these ten items, cross-

classified by agency.) ^ 

TABLE P-36 

"DO YOU TEL I UK A SUPERVISOR SHOULD 
KELP DETERMINE AGEHCY POLICY?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Harms Scale 

Response Categories % in High .% in Medium % in Low 
Rank Rank Rank 

<n«3S) <S*31> (n*33> •• 

(a) "Yes, often" 77 6£ 45 
(b) "Ye®, occasionally" 23 29 31 
(e) "Mo, only in speoial, 

10 rare Instances'1 0 6 10 
(d) "Ho, not at all" 0 0 0 
(e) "No opinion" 0 0 m 

«Chi sq.«?.36, j><.025 (one-tailed test). Chi sq. was 
-computed by combining categories (b), (c)» (d), and ( e ) to 
form a 2 x 3 table. 
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TABLE ?-37 

"DO YOU THINK THAT INFORMATION COKCBRNING CHANGES 
II AGBHCY POLICY SHOULD ALWAYS BE PROVIDED 

TO CASEWORKERS BY THEIR SUPERVISORS?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional lonas Seal® 

Response Categories % in High % In Medium % in Low 
Rank Rank Bank 
(11-35) (£-31) (£*33) 

(a) "Yes, often** 11 81 82 
(b) "Yea, occasionally1' 20 19 12 
(e) "No, only in special. 

rare instances'* 3 0 3 
(d) "No, not at allH 0 0 3 
(e) "Mo opinion" 0 0 0® 

»Chi sq.«.25 (IS) (one-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c), (d), and (e) to form 
a 2 x 3 table. 

TABLE P-38 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR NEEDS TO CONDUCT REGULAR 
TRAINING SESSIONS WITH HIS OR HSR CASEWORKERS?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

Response Categories % in High % in Medium % in Low 
Rank Rank Sank 
(n*35) (n*31) (n«33) 

(a) "Yes, often" 63 5Q 30 
(b) "Yes, occasionally" 28 39 52 
(c) "No, only in special, 

52 

rare instances" 6 3 12 
(d) "No, not at all" 3 0 6 
(e) "No opinion" 0 0 m 

*Chi sq.ss8»23» £<.01 (one-tailed test). Chi sq. was .com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c}» (d), and (e) to form a 
2 x 3 table. 
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TABUS P-39 

"TO YOU THINK THERE IS A WEED FOR A SUPERVISOR 
TO KEEP RECORDS OP SACK WORKER'S PERFORMANCE?" 

Response Categories 

Rank on Agreement with 

% in High 
Rank 
(n=35) 

% in Medium 
- lank 
(n«31) 

% in Low 
Rank 
(£"33) 

54 52 39 

k3 45 58 

3 3 3 
0 0 0*i<" 

U ) 

<b) 

<o> 

id) 

"Yes, detailed record® 
of worker*® perform-
ance need to be kept 
by a auperviior" 

"Yea, a few such rec-
ords need to be kept 
by a supervisor" 

wNof such records need 
not be kept by a su-
pervisor" 

"So opinion" 

«Ghi sq»«l.&0 (irs) (one-tailed teat}. Chi. sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (b), (c), and (d) to form a 
2 x 3 table. 

TABLE P-40 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR NEEDS TO ADVISE WORKERS 
II PROVIDING CASEWORK SERVICES TO CLIENTS?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Norms Scale 

Response Categories % in High 
Rank 
(n-35) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n«31) 

% In Low 
Rank 
Ch*33} 

(a) MYes, often" 
(b) "Yes, occasionally" 
(c) "Ho, only in special, 

rare instances" 
(d) "No, not at alltt 

(e) "Mo opinion" 

46 
45 

9 
0 
0 

52 
45 

3 
0 
0 

24 
64 

9 
0 
3# 

truni B C o n e - * tailed test) • Chi sq» was ®GM«* 
puted by combining categories (b), (c), (a), and (•) to form a 
Z x 3 table. 
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TABLE P-lfl 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR NEEDS TO AID THE CA3KW0RK&R 
II MAKIKG SPECIFIC DECISIONS IN INDIVIDUAL CASES?" 

Rank on Agreement with. 
Professional Noras Seal# 

Response Categories % in High % in Medium' i in Low 
Hank Rank Rank 
(£•35) (n=31) (n«33) 

(a) "Yes, often" 26 19 12 
(b) "Yea, occasionally" 57 68 70 
(c) "Ho, only In special, 

18 rare instances" 17 13 18 
(d) "No, not at all" 0 0 0 
(e) "No opinion" 0 0 o-» 

•»Chi sq.«2.i|2 { MS) (one-tailed test). Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (c), (d)» and {©} to form a 
3 x 3 table. , • 

TABLE P-if.2 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR SHOULD REVIEW A SPJECIFXM) 
NUMBKR OP EACH CASEWORKER'S CASES EVERY MONTH?" 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Hams Scale 

Response Categories jTin High: % in Medium $ in Low Response Categories 
Rank Rank Rank 
(n«35) : (ef31) (n*33> 

(a) "Yes, . . . all cases"# 11 • : 0 9 
(b) "Yes, . . . a selection 

• of eases* 83. 90 70 
(c) "No, . , , except in sp@ wk 

special, rare cases" 6 10 13 
(d) wNo, . . . never" 0 0 0 
(e) "Mo opinion" 0 0 3«# 

Q-i|,2» p. 130. 

»Chi sq. is not appropriate in this instance as all com-
binations of categories will yield expected frequencies of 
less than $ for more than 20 per cent of the calls. 
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TABLE P-l|3 

"DO YOU THINK A SUPERVISOR SHOULD DO FIELD WORK?" 

Hesponse Categories 

'• Rank: on Agreement with 
.Professional Horns.,Scale 

Hesponse Categories % in High 
Rank 
(n=35) 

% in Medium 
Rank 
(n=3D 

% in Low 
Rank 
(n=33) 

(a) "Yes, often" 0 3 0 
(b) "Xes» occasionally" i+6 42 39 
(c) "No, only in special, 

48 s s rare instances" 48 s s SS 
(u) "Ko, not at all" '3 0 6 
(e) "Ha opinion" ' 3 0 0# 

*Chi sq.s=.33 (HS) (one-tailed test:}. Chi sq. was com-
puted by combining categories (®) and (to) and ©ategories (c), 
(d), and (e) to form a 2 x 3 table. . .. 

TABLE 

CONCEPTIONS OP AGENCY EFFECTIVENESS SCALE 

Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Morns 
Scale 

Hank o3 
K 
a Conceptions of Agency 
ffectiveness Scale 

Rank on 
Agreement with 

Professional Morns 
Scale 

t in High i 
Rank 

% in Medium 
Rank 

% in Low 
Hank 

High (n»3S) 

Medium (n«31) 

Low (n«33) 

Mi 

29 

27 

27 

39 

31 

29 

32 

^Questionnaire items ^-50 make up the scale Measuring 
conceptions of agency effectiveness. In this table» the ranked 
scale groups are cross-classified by agreement with profession-
al norms, rather than the responses fco the specific seven items. 
See Appendix C, pp. 131-134 > for listing of these responses, 
cross-classified by agency. 

*»Chi sq.«s3.37 (NS) (one-tailed test). 



TABLi?. P-«?l 

"l ) YOU THINK THAT YOUR FELLOW WORKiJSS WILL AGRJ2&; 
WITH YOUR RESPONSES TO THE ABOVE QUESTIONS 

CONCBRHING YOUR AGENCY'S POLICIES?" 

l$k 

Rank on Agreement with 
Professional Morns Scale 

Response Categories % in High % in Medina % in Low 
Bank Rank Rank 
(^*35) (n«3U (n=33) 

(a) "Yes, all of my fellow 
6 workers Mill agree" 0 6 6 

(b) "Yea, most of my fellow 
57 worker® will agree" 57 79 70 

(c) "No, very few of ray 
fellow workers will 
agree" j 6 6 0 

(d) "So, none of my fellow 
workers will agree" 6 3 0 

(&) "No opinion" 31 6 2i|« 

»Chi aq.ss6.1i.l, £<.025 {one-tailed test). Chi sq* was 
computed by combining categories (a), (b), (e), and (d) fc@ 
form a 2 x 3 table. 
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